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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW E
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1896.
VOLUME XXVII NO. 24
PERSONAL MENTION.
Parish Meacham to Wed
Miss Nance.
OTHER MARRIAGES.
Miss Demo:sole s Visit Will Noce:ries Pluck
`Carious Matters.
Asteouventeerre-Mr. Parish Mettete
am and Wm Lary Natleil will be united
in nierriage on the Inth inst.
This pommies ameurance of the engage.
meet of the rouple will be received
much pleasure by their friends and ac.
(loaifl$$nee. The scene of the nuptinla
will be the Little River Baptist church.
The ceremony will he performed by the
Rev. A. W. Meacham, the venerable
father of the groom-to-be. The interior
of the edifice will be beautifully decor-
ated. There will be five couples who
will act as,attendants and the marriage
will be the prettiest that has taken
taken place in that vicinity. The per-
formance of the rite will take place at
three o'clock. At the conclusion the
bridal party will be driven to the home
of the groom's parents where an elegant
supper will be served.
Miss Nance is a daughter of Mr. Ben
Neness, a prominent citizen of Pee Dee.
le is comely, lovable and accomplish-
ed. Mr. Meacham is a young man of
sterling worth. He is a prosperous and
influential resident of Giracey.
t t
MARRIED-In the presence of a com-
pany of about twenty-Live relatives and
friends, Mr. Lucien Smith and Miss
Grace Pollard were married yesterday
afternoon. The nuptial service took
place at the home of the bride's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Pollard, on Clay
street. The officiating clergyman was
Rev. J. W. King, pastor of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church. Miss Della
Coombe and Mr. George Pollard, a
brother of the bride, acted as attend-
ants. The bride has many endearing
charms. She is handsome and is very
popular with all who knew her. Mr.
Smith is an employe of the Hopkins. 
yuleSteam Laundry. He is a young
men et steady habits, industry and in-
telligence. A supper was given in hon-
or of the couple last night by the
groom's patents.
4 4+
Miss DROKOOOLE -MISS Will Allen
Dromgoole. one of the most celebrated
writers of the South. is visiting in the;
section. When she gets tired of work-
ing, of going to entertaintuenos and re-
oeiving calls, she packs; her valise and
slips down to Guthrie to visit Mrs. W.
0. Bales, a relative, and takes a rest.
She arrived in Guthrie yesterday and
will remalti there a week or longer.
+ +
Non-rose-Mr Norton, who so pluck•
ilyedood up against Mr. Higgins' mil-
lione in the bidding for Victorine at the
recent Lexington sale, is a smooth-faced
boyish looking young man, and is a eon
of the late Extein Norton, of New York.
who was for many years president of
Louisville & Nashville Railroad. The
elder Norton was a Kentuckian, and
his son comes naturally by his taste for
horse flesh. Mr. Norton is one of the
owners of the Adelbert lead, at Hop-
kinsville, Ky., and Victoria° was want-
ed tomato with imp. Albert. These
owners receutly bought Hypocrite,
Etruria, etc., for their stud, and it is
of the most select- in the country. Mr.
Norton raid after the stale that he regret-
ted not going higher to get Victorine.
He bought Hattie -B. for $3,200.-Amer.
an.
+ + +
Demme Tx sm.-The following team
has been selected by the Woodmen for
conferring the high degrees :
W. H. Olvey, C. C.
Stanley Long, B.
Hunter Wood, Jr., Adv. Lt.
Frank Rivas,
Jaciett Henry,
C. L Kennedy, W.
R. A. Shadoin, S.
A. F. Stanley, ,
B. F. Reynolds, (
I 0. D. Thompson,M. W. Davis, •
+1+
MISS SAsSIEN.-Miss Malnie Saeseen
went to Hopkinsville yesterday for the
purpose of enlisting the aid of the
teachers of Christian county in the
movement now being agitated in the
way of organizing a tesselierse associa-
tion embracing the Second Congreesion-
al district. The first meeting will be
held at Madisonville next Saturday,
Dee. 12. A full attendance is desired
from Henderson.
+1+
Si erenEwe.-Walter Matthews, the
young actor who is well-known in this
city, his birth place, has been engaged
to play the part of Jim Rodburn in a
revival of "In Mizzoura," a part writ-
ten for Nat tioodwin by August:I
Thomas. This is the company which
was booked to play in Hopkinsville
Saturday night. It eanooled its me
gnitement becamse four of the leading
member* of the dull baby left it at Neale
vele hut week. A new east ham been
engaged and it is not improbable that
the play will be seen here this season.
+ + t
Pitnecesse-For the moment a good
deal of serious attention is being given
to the use of perfume', amid the lady
who has re-introduced the (-tureen of us-
ing sweet odors set the ball a-rolling by
en.sually announcing at a dinner party
that once a week she regularly had her
house perfumed. A tall, bronzed, mys-
terious product of the East, whose
pockets are filled with brown beans,
and strange, fragrant shavings and bot-
tles no bigger than your thumb, has
thus sprung into an interesting ephem-
eral fame; for he now goes about per-
fuming houses. He charges a good deal
for his job; but, really, when he leaves
one home, a vale ;of roses or a dell of
heliotrope could not greet one's senses
more deliciously than the atmosphere of
the rooms he has perfumed. •
t
Awry L'MARELIAS.-The newest um-
brellas have conspicuously long handles.
It is an old fashion revived. For years
the handles of the beet umbrellas,
though richly ornamented, have been
short. Now they are being made from
twelve to fifteen inches in length. This
gives the umbrella makers a good oppor-
tunity for introducing decorative work.
The umbrella most in favor with wo-
men at present is made of a good, strong
quality of changeable taffeta silk. Blue
and green is a favorite color combina-
tion. Thee umbrellas are made with a
name plate fastened to the tie. The
latest idea for the name plate is to have
!t made of gilded silver and ornameot-
ed with enamel matching the tints of
the umbrella in color.
+ t +
TIIEIR rFIANCES.-When the Re,.
Thomas Dixon, Jr , of New York, lec-
tured at the Tabernacle a few nights
ago, he broughea smile of expectancy
to the faces:and put a gleam of hope in
the eyes of the 'minter's present. "You'll
all get married, women," he shouted
'yen just can't help yourselves. Sta
timer, prove that you can't remain sin-
gle oven if you want to!" What useful
knowledge tho facts concerning mar-
riage and age constitute for women who
are unmarried! They clearly indicate
to the woman whose age is from twen-
ty to twerty•four that she shall partic-
ularly favor the attentions of men from
twenty to twenty-four, or twenty-five
to twenty-nine. She had best pay par-
ticular attention to the former, because
the sterner sex marry much more fre-
quently at that age than after they
reach the age of twenty-five. So a spin-
ster from twenty-five to twenty-nine
years old has the surest choice of men
aged from, thirty to thirty-four and
thirty-five to thirty-nine, the former
group supplying the better chance to
her.
Out of every 100 women on the aver-
age only 32 remain unmarried.
Now then, ho is it as to what may
be called the 4iarrtage rombinations?
Naturally, thes are only four in num-
widowers, bachelorsbe --widows
and maids, and kree versa. The facts
show that eighty-five out of every one
hundred marriages are those of the
bachelor and maid, and that the bache-
lor and the widow rarely wed. This is
by no means to be construed, however,
that the widow is unpopular. On the
contrary she holds her own with the
maids, apparently without difficulty.
There is, in these modern days, appar-
ently as much cause for taking the ad-
vice of the elder Mr. Weller to heart us
ever.
MRS. ANDERSON'S WILL
The Paper Was_probated
This Morning.
LENdTHY DOCUMENT.
Leaves Her Child to Miss WhitlecliOne
Other Statement.
The will of the late Mrs. Susie S. An.
demon was pretested this morning. It
is n lengthy doenetent, revering five
pages of footway impel. She first di.
rises that all her debts be paid as 00011
as lontetleable.
tigcroeu,-She bequeaths to her two
brothers, John A. Steele and iletiry C.
Steele, jointly the farm on wheel Johu
Steele now lives, together with all the
stoek, farming implements and personal
property on said farm. She directs that
this prole rty be hold and controlled by
her two brothers for the benefit of their
childree
To her two executors, she leaves
$1,000 to be used in settling any debts
her brothers owe and in improving the
farm or purchasing contiguous latuVe
TIIIRD.-After the payment of the
$3,000 to the executors, she wills to her
husband, Dr. E. C. Anderson, one-half
the remainder of her personal estate to
be his absolutely, except specific proper-
ty hereafter named.
FOUR-r11.-To her nephews, Lacy
Hopson and John Hopson, she leaves
$2,500 each; to cousins, Mary- Clarke
and Kate Clarke, $250 each; to sister-in-
law, Mrs. Mary S. Reese, $200; to Mrs.
Alfred Wallace, $260.
Firril.-She gives to Miss Lucy Whit-
lock the sum of $500, and directs that
she is to have the care, custody and con-
trol and rearing of her infant daughter,
Louise Jones.
SIXTIL-She wills to Mrs. Merritt Cox
#500, the same to go at her death, to her
daughters Susie and Annie, equally.
SEVENTIL-She wills to her niece,
Mee Lizzie Steele, her plain gold pin.
Elownl.-To her sister-in-law, Mile
Bobbie Steele, she leaves a set, of bed-
room furniture and one carpet.
NiNTII.-To her daughter, Louise
Jones, she leaves one-half of all the
bank stock she owns in the City Bank;
also one set of bed-room furniture, one
carpet, a piano, jewelry, including dia-
mond rings and pin, her pearl handle
knives and forks, silver spoons, china,
etc.
TENTIL-Any other property and
estate which she owns, she leaves one-
half to her husband and the other half
to her daughter.
Elxvssarte-She appoints her hue.
band, Dr. E. C. Anderson, and W. T.
'randy executors, who are not required
to give any bond. In case of the death
of either the survivor will carry out the
directions of the will.
The will is dated "Nov. 4, 1896," and
is witnessed by J. W. Downer and T.
W. Blakey.
The following is the codicil:
"I wish to change the foregoing will
in this respect: Thepeition of my es-
tate given to my husband, E. C. Ander-
son, in the foregoing twill, except the
sum of $5,000 is to go, in case of his
death, to my daughter, Louise Jones;
and in case of her marriage the same to
be hold, managed and controlled foi- her
Bole use and benefit by a trustee to be
appointed by the Christian Circuit
Court. All the silverware of mine, not
specifically disposed of in the foregoing
will, I hereby give and bequeath to my
said sister-in law, Mrs. Bobbie Steele."
This codicil was made on the same
day and witnessed by the same persons
as the will.
Josiah Carnears will is short and is
in the shape of a letter: "This 26th of
April toe).
'My dear wife, L. J. Canneal, if I
should drop off soon I want you to give
my effectsto the following children:
Henry W. Carneal.  $100
John D. Carneal  100
Albert earnest'   100
J, T, Came-al r  100
NOW Is
The Cream of the Year
For P.ainting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure. 
Round Oak Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, all joints ground, guaranteed to keep fire all nightivand to
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten different sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their own talking. They euredyspepsia,:cconomizeiin fuel
and make life a pleasure instead of a burden.
Full line of sporting goods, sliells,'.:fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES & BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
mordire--
For Instance. Our Low Prices
-ON--
Building Material, Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
313.436..G-G EiLICI1C-116.1ELIDSES
D. J. Carneal his note • 300
Paul Cereal  800
This is to make the children as near
equal as I van, and leave for you all the
house and lot in Trenton, and eight or
nine hundred dollars to take care of
you, collecting this as you can from dif-
ferent persons that owe me. I mean
not to sue unless it is of necessity.
This is my will.
J. CeansAL,
Judge Jack Dempsey's Ambition.
Second district Democrats who would
like to run for Congress have begun to
prick up their ears over the announce-
ment that:Judge J. F. Dempsey will be
a candidate.--Owensboro Iuquirer.
Accepted a Positions.
Mies Kate Breathitt has accepted a
position at the grocery eetablitihMent of
W. T; Cooper & Co., on Maine street,
where she will be glad to see her many
friends. The firm does well in securing
her levelers.
Simeon rt Kin de orator n
An Wort is being inside by those he
tereated in ednention, to have it kieder.
gurten ikportusent eatablishisi in our
:subtle schools. It IN to be hoped that
She undertaking will meet with incrusts,
as this is ri highly important eletuent in
the educat)on of children.
A Saloon Row. ,
tFive men, tee viiite and three color-
ed, engaged in a name in J. M. Ab-
shire's saloon at Guthrie, Saturday eve-
ning. One of the white men broke his
wrist and another was bruised about
the face. They were all arrested toy of-
ficers, and two of the negroes were tilt-
ed five dollars and costs. The others
were released.
ELDER LUCAS PASSES AWAY.
News has been received- in the city of
the death of Elder Chapman S. Lucas,
the prominent Christian evangelist who
held a highly successful protracted
meeting in Hopkinsville, amid made a
host of warm friends.
The death occurred at his home in
Allegheny, Pennsylviuda, from a throat
trouble.
Vision of Heaven.
On another page, the NEW ERA prints
the sermon delivered yesterday in
Washington by Dr. Talmage. The dis-
course gives a very unusual view of the
celestial world and is one of the most
unique discouro e of the great preacher.
The text is Ezekiel i, I, "Now it came
to pass in the Thirtieth year, in the
Fourth mouth, in the Fifth day of the
month, as I was among the captives loy
the river Chebar, that the heavens
wore opened."
4MIN.
LANDES VACATES THE CHAIR.
The swearing in of Judge White in
the Court of Appeals Friday was an
impressive sight.
After he had taken the oath he was
invited by Chief Justice Pryor to take
Judge Landes' seat. Judge Landes
then stepped down, shook hands with
his vuocermor, congratuluted him on his
election and vitiatod out lila sent to him.
Deputy Clerk Greene administered
the rattle A photographer was present
and took the picture of the old court be•
fore the change was made.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by airy other,
and that it is more acceptable to theni.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy, Syrup of Figs, -is
neumfactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.
A PREACHER'S NARROW ESCAPE.
Rev.GeoeCareebeies Buggy Was Struck
By an Engine.
Rev. George S. Campbell, formerly of
this city, but now limiter of Morton
Chapel, in Jeffersonville, had a narrow
escape from death Thursday night.
ehile driving to Howard Park, where
he is conducting a meeting.
As he approached the railroad crossing
he did not observe a dinkey train going
toward New Albany, and his buggy! got
on the track just in time to be demol-
ished by the engine.
Mr. Campbell was luckily thrown to.
one side, and escaped with a bruised*
knee, which will not conftete him to his
room.
BREEZY BUDGET FROM BEVERLY.
All the News of that Vicinity Totd By a
Correspondent.
Mr. Walter Lenkerson is lying seri-
ously ill at the/ present time. There
seems to be little chance for his recovery,
although everything in the way of med-
ical and kindly attention is being done
for his benefit by his unmerous'friends.
Misses Addle Brodie and Eisie Kimer-
ling, two charming young ladies of
Church Hill, were the geoids of Mrs.
Eufieue Coleman the latter part of 'ast.
week.
Miss Elizabeth Donnell was ill at the
home of her brother, Prof. G. V. Don-
nell, several days last week, but we are
glad to note that she is again able to re-
turn to her school work this week.
MissesiNettio Horde and Iva Cayce
will entertain a numbe„rof their friends
next Friday evening. it is to be hoped
that their reception will not be caught
in a blizzard as two were last week.
All anticipate an interesting time at
the Teachers'Association next Saturday.
Besides the teachers, many of the pat-
rons and friends of the school are er-
poets' to be present.
One of the most pleasant gatherings
that the teacher, have held was the
meeting. at Beverly, Saturday, of the
County Association. Besides the teach-
ers many patrons and trustees of the
several districts included in the suasion,
and other visitqrs were preseot. The
regular exercises were well prepared,
and the pupils of l'rof. Duffy's school
gave some entertaining musical selec-
tions; and recitations. After devotional
exercises the following program was
rendered.
Address of Welcome  J. C. Duffy
Response U. L. Clardy
How to Teach Longitude and Time ...
F. V. Zimmer, Miss DaisyeGardner
and E. J. Murphy.
The Proper Use of the Recreation Hour
Mimeos Mary K. Stoner arid Lizzie
J. Smithson, amid J. W. Rascoe.
How to Teach Primary Georaphy 
Misses Minnie Stevenson and Ida
Brumfield, and - Knight.
Purpose and Value of Civil Government
. J. C. Duffy, E. M. Murphy and
Miss Florence Lindsay.
How to Secure and Retain Atttention
During the Recitation  Geo. V.
Donnell, Misses Effie Word and
Lula Richards.
Personal Improvement of Teas-hers 
Joe D. Donaldson and U. L. Clardy 
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
A PATRIARCH PASSES.
Fine Old Kentucky Gentle-
man Dies.
MR. GEO. W. TRIBBLE.
Hs Was the Progenitor of a Promineet Chris -
ban County Family.
News of the death of Mr. George
Washington Tribble at Stanford ham
reeehed the eity, lie was the father of
Mr. Peter Triblole end grntelfather mit
Mr. "Zan" Tribble, of this county. The
death was rItte to old Noe II giving away
of thy forme that kept hilli strong rind
vigorous over ninety years. He was
torn mm Madison county Jnii. 1, 10404,
stud was the last surviving member of a
family of eleven children. The Stan-
ford Interior-Journal gives the follow-
ing sketeh of his life:
He was a son of Peter, who was the
son of Andrew Tribble, both noted Bap-
tist. preachers in their day and his
mother was Miss Mary Boone, daughter
of a brother of the noted pioneer, Dan-
nob Boone. On the 2d of September,
1828, he married Miss Patsy Embry and
eight children were born to them, of
whom Peter Tribbie of Hopkinsville,
Mrs. R. B. Hopkins, of Shelbyville,
Goo. W. Tribble, of Billings, Mo., and
Alexander Tribble, of Junction City
survive, the oldest being 65 and the
youngest 52. There are 20 grandchild-
ren and 26 great, grandchildren. His
wife died in 1848 and in !MI, he moved
to Lincoln county and married Mrs. Lu-
cinda Kenley Smith, widow of John
Smith, who lived to cheer his last days
and minister to his last wanes.
Originally a Baptist, Mr. Tribble unit-
ed with the reformation over 50 years
ago and has since lived a consistent
member of the Christian church here.
A good neighbor and a steadfast friend,
he was beloved by all who knew him
and it is doubtful if in his long life
aught derogatory of his character was
ever spoken, even untruthfully. He
was in fact in every sense a fine old
Kentucky gentleman, whose home was
always open to dispense hospitality and
good cheer. At first a Whig, he united
with the Democratic party after the
war and since has never wavered in the
faith. He always made it a point to go
RO the election if possible, and it was a
source of deep regret with him that he
could not come and vote for Bryan.
PILOT ROCK CITIZEN DEAD.
John 5. Edwards Wm Eccentric But
Was a Good Man.
The death of John S. Edwante, an
eccentric eharacter of the Pilot Rock
neightxmluxel is reported by the Fair-
view Review. At one time he had con-
siderable property, but, according to
the paper he spent all the money he
could get in his latter yeas sending to
a concern in North Can olina who claim-
ed that there was a large amount of
money coming to the Edwards heirs and
that it required money to carry on a law
snit to recover it from the parties who
had the property in possession. Ile was
:tangled that he would get his part of
the property and sent every dollar he
could get to itid in the suit. He was of
that school of old gentlemen who are
fast disappearing from the active scenes
of life; cheerful in disposition, harmless
n his nature, holding no malice to
wards anything or anybody, always
ready to accelmodate everyone and any-
body, without an enemy in the world,
he has gone to' his reward. The world
Is none the Worse that John S. Edwards
lived in it. Peace to his ashes.
TELEPHONEDANDWALKED DOWN
It Was Hard Work to Get the Fire
Alarm Sounded Friday Night.
One of the Forbes cottages on South
Virginia street was ruined by fire Friday
night. The house was being occupied
by Mr. and Mrs. Riley Ely. Neither of
them was at home when the tire broke
out. Mrs. Ely is visiting relatives in
Helena, Ark. Mr. Ely went home late
that afternoon and built a fire in
his room and then went down town.
When the fire e-as discovered he was
eating supper at the Latham and before
he found out about the fire, the build-
ing was doomed. The neighbors who
saw the flames tried to telephone to the
police headquarters to have the alarm
rung. As there was nobody at the
headquarters, the alarm was not sound-
ed until someone walked about a dozen
blocks. When the fire department fi-
lially arrived at the scene of the fire
splendid work was done, but the men
were entirely too late to BIM the house.
Most of the furniture was removed
from tire building, but Mr. Ely's loss is
considerable. The house was insured
by Forbes &Bro., for P50.
DEPOT AT CERULEAN BURNED.
It Was Robbed and Set on Fire by
Burglars.
The 0. V. depot at Cerulean was de-
stroyed by fire last Friday night.
About half-past ten o'clock a farmer
who wise riding by the hotel.esaw the
light at the station and gavestSe alarm.
All the people in the neighborhood
flocked to the scene. The blending was
too far gone to be saved and so fully en-
veloped by flames as to make it uneafe
to attempt to remove any of the con-
tents. Sat. morning some of the goods
that had been stored in the baggage
room were found some distance from
the station, showing conclusively that
the place had been robbed and set on
tire by the burglars.
The loss will amohnt to several thous-
and dollars. Among the heavy losers
are the Stith children who are living
with their guardian, Mr. George John-
son, of this city. Household effects and
many valuable articles belonging to
them had been pat-iced away, in the de-
pot and would have been sent to Hop-
tinsville Saturday.
James Smith, of Cerulean, also lost
considerable personal property.
The furniture and goods of Oscar
Goodwin, who had recently removed
from New Mexico to Cerulean, wore do.
at toyed.
Hugh Faulkner, the station agent,
loot a ,snit of clothes and a handsome
overcoat, and a Methodist preacher who
was staying for the night in the Vicini-
ty lost two well-filled valises which he
had put in the station for ode keeping.
Rh•umatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures 1I1 1 to 8 days.
Its action upon the sysfern Is remarkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately die-
alpears. The first dosegreatlo benefits •
ceoits• Sold by R. 0. Liardwwk Drug-
gist klopkinsville.
-
SHARPLEIGH GETS IN A SCANDAL AN EARLY SESSION.
Accused of Vila misconduct, lie Says
He ii Innocent.
The man involved in the latest peni-
tentiary sandal. is Lieut. A. 0. Sharp-
leigh, of the Second Regiment Kentucky
State Guard, who has visited Hopkins-
ville several times to look after the con-
dition of Company D.
He has been acting for some time as
guard at the Frankfort penetentiary.
The charge against Lieut. Sharpleigh is
undue intimacy with Ruth Martin, a
white woman convict from Lawrence
county. The evidence in the ease evince
almost entirely how convicts. The
Comnriseioners have been investigating
the case, but have arrived at no decis-
ion. Two of the Commissioners hay-
admitted that they expect Sharpleigh
to resign,
Sharpleigh, however, stoutly main
taitim his intervene° mid says he will ntot
remign. Ho also threatronm to bring suit
for ()mentos hut mute ho.' is remover!, The
final outcome of the tuveatigulten is ten•
eertnin.
THREE KILLED.
(SPACIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cincinnati, 0., Dec. 7.-There was an
awful and fatal head-end collision this
morning on the B. 0. 14 S. W. railroad
near this city, in which three people
were killed outi-ight and quite a num
her of others more or less severely injur-
ed. The wreck was due to criminal
carelessness on the part of the engineer
of one of the trains, who after the col-
lision hadeoccurred acknowledged that
he had forgotten his orders entirely.
The passenger and freight were both
running at quite a high rate of speed
when they dashed together, and the
great wonder is that there were no
more people killed then there were.
The loss se the B. 0. & S. W. from a
financial standpoint is very heavy.
A BIG PURSE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 7.-The
Olympic Althletic Club, of this city has
offered a purse of $15,000 for a ten-
round fight between Corbett and Fitz-
simmons. Corteet has accepted the
proposition, which will now be laid be-
fore Fitzsimmons.
TOLL-GATE RAIDERS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 5.-The tall-gate
raiders have been giving another exile
bitten of lawlessness in Franklin coun-
ty, which should arouse every official
in that county and also every citizen
who cares for the good name of his
county to the neeteseity of adopting
prompt and vigorous measures for the
suppression of these gangs of "nigh-
riders," as they call thiontreolvem. Thurs.
day night a party of vie lit
masked Well Went to a tell-gate on the
Owenton pike, near this city, set all the
furniture of the gate-keeper out in the
road, fired house and watched it burn to
the ground. County Judge Williams
has formally requested Acting Gover-
nor Worthington to offer a reward for
the detection of the men guilty of the
crime.
MOONSHINERS RAIDED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Sergent, Ky., Dec. 5.-For several
days a number ef Deputy United States
Marshals and Deputy Collectors of In-
ternal Revenue have been in this,Letch-
er, county on the hunt of moonshiners.
At an early hour this morning the par-
tycame surideuly upon three illicit stills,
but the men operating them had evi-
dently gotten wind of the approach of
the officers, as they had decamped and
taken all of their whisky with them.
The throe stills were all broken up and
the mash tubs were chopped up fine
enough to make kindling-wood.
ON TOBACCO.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lansing, Mich., Dec. 5.-Supt. Laird
of the public schools, has declared war
on the tobacco habit among pupils,
which prevails to an alarming extent in
every school in the city. Boys have
been made to confess where they made
their purchases, and toelay two dealers
were arrested for violation of the State
law and more will follow.
SEVEN PEOPLE KILLED.
I APECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Boston, Mass., Dec. 5.-kterribly fa-
tal accident occurred in this city last
night. Seven people in one household
were killed sometime during the night
by escaping gas in their house. It is
not yet known how the accident occur-
red. When the servants attempted to
arouse the inmatee of the place at a late
hour this morning, there was no re-
sponseto the repeated knockseso thoeloor
was filtrate forced, when snch an odor
of escaping gas came . through it
as to render entrance to the house im-
possible until fresh air could be let in.
All seven of the people in the place
were found dead-had evidently been
dead several hours.
ELECTED PRESIDENT.
• [SPECIAL TO NEW Eite]
Danville, Ky., Dec. 5.-Dr. Willis
Green Craig was yesterday elected Pres-
ident of Center College, at a meeting of
the Board of Trustees held at Lexing•
ten.
WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES JUSTIFY
israrieL Ti) NEW ERA]
Cincinnati, 0., Dee. 5.-Gov. Bradley,
of Kentucky, is in this city. When
asked about when he intended to call an
extra messeion of the Legislature he
said: "It is my intention to call an ex-
tra session of the Legislature as soon as
circumstances jnstify it.
When asked if the Senatorial contest
was one of the circumstances, ho said :
"Some persons say the reason I do not
call an extra session is because I am
afraid I ean not be elected to the Senate.
No one has any authority at any time
to use my name in connection with the
Senatorial contest.
"I will call an extra session for that
and other purposie the moment I have
the assurance that it will secure the
needed legislation."
He also said he had no favorite whom
he was booming for Senator.
0. N. Grant, a prominent druggist of
Grant, Bootie county, Ky., in sending
In a nice toiler, writes: "It is the best
easel have in stock. I sell a dozen
bottle.; of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey to
one of any other kind of medicine."
Sold byeet. C. Hardwick.
Mr. St. John Boyle Wants
the Legislature to Meet.
JNO. R. FELLOWS IS ILL.
Osgood. the Famous Foot Ball Player Is !tir-
ed by Spanish Soldiers Down In Cuba.
SIX HUNDRED PEOPLE ARE POISONED.
fl4PICCIAL TO NEW ERA ;
Cincinnati, 0:,Dee. 5.-He St, John
Boyle, the prominent Louisville Repub.
linen politician W110 We. last Willie? A
candidate before the Kentucky Legisla•
ture for the Seneterial toga el J. C. S.
Blackburn, was in the city last night,
and was seen in close consultation with
several leading Cincinnati politician.
When seen by a reporter Mr. Boyle said
that he hed nothing to gay that would
be of any importance to the public.
When asked as to the much-talked-of
extra session of the Kentucky Legisla-
ture he said that he had not the slight-
est idea as to when Gov. Bradley would
call it-or even whether he would call
it at all or not, but he did say that he
himself not ;only thought that it
ought to be called, but that it ought to
be called as soon as possible, as it would
take some time, possibly, to elect a
United States Senator, and then again,
the financial condition of the State is
such as to demand immediate action.
While he did not say so, yet it was
very evident from Mr. Boyle's talk that
he has great hopes of being chosen to
succeed Senator Blackburn. He seems
to be counting on aid from Gov. Brad-
ley, but the latest indications are that
the Governor will throw his strength to
Hon. John W. Yerkes, who is a friend
ef Major McKinley. Mr. Boyle, how-
ever, thinks that he has enough solid
supporters to finally secure the caucus
nomination for him. He will, however.
be fought very bitterly by some of the
Hunter faction,v,ho"have it in for"hitu
because he was backed last winter by
Bradley after he had succeeded in run-
ning Hunter off the track by exposing
his promises to the three Populist..
Leading Republicans here do not be-
lieve that Mr. Boyle will be Senator
Blackburn's successor.
POISONED SIX HUNDRED.
spacial. TO NEW ERA]
Milwaukee, Dec. 5.-What is thought
to be an attempt at wholesale poisoning,
in a large measure successful, was re-
ported to the Health Department to-day
when information was given of the sud-
den and serious illness of about 100
families, numbering .between 500 and
600 persons, living in the Northwestern
part of the city. The cause of the sick-
lieS8 was traced to bread sold at a bak-
ery owned by Otto Figlesthaler, which
has a very large trade. To-night an
analysis of the bread showed that it
contained arsenic. The 600 persons
poisoned are living, but a large number
of cams are considered serious, if not
fatel.
The Health Department officials say
that it was evidently a case of arsenical
poisoning. The symptoms are excessive
vomiting, accompanied by pains in the
stomach and severe headache and 'chills.
The police are convinced from the in-
vestigation to-day that arsenic was
placed in the bread with intent to cause
the death or serious illness of Figel-
sthaler's easterners, with the object of
raining his business. Arrests will be
made to-morrow.
SHARKEY'S INJURIES.
;SPECIAL TO NEW nu]
San Francisco, Cal.„ Dec. 7.-Sharkey
the prize-fighter who had the fight with
Fitzsimmons on Wednesday night, is
still confined to his bed and has had
physicians with him constantly since
the fight It is said that three physicians
are ready to testify that Sharkey's in-
juries were not received in his fight
with Fitzsimmons, but that it is a job
put up simply to get the $10,000. parse,
that he had himself injured by someone
after he was taken to his room in the
hotel-possibly by his physician, who in
that case will get part of the money if
Sharkey wins in the courts, where Fitz-
simmons has taken the case.
I am 87 years old and have used about
all of the cough and lung remedies that
have been told during my life ; and for
the benefit Of the suffering, I will say
that I have never used any remedy
equal to Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It
gives quick and permanent reliaimn
grippe as well as other coughs. We
keep it in our house all the time and
would not be without it.
MRS. M.A. METCALFE,
1006 Stith Fourth street, Paducah,
Sold by It. C. Hardwick.
That heterogeneous and somewhat in-
harmonious empire composed of Austria
and Hungary seems to be on the verge
of falling to pieces, and miles] Franz
Joseph is oonsiderable of a diplomat or
has fine diplomats at his command he
may in the course of a year or two find
himself ruling over Austria alone. The
treaty of commerce and customs be-
tween Austria and Hungary is about to
lapse. The failure of the treaty has
made a profound impression through-
out itll Europe, arid in Austria a most
painful one. The great trouble with
the empire all along has been that the
two partners did not share equally in
all things, and jealousy has existed be-
tween the law-making powers of the
two countries-Austria has always been
made more prominent as well as More
powerful in all the affairs of the em-
pire, to which the Hungarians nave
very naturally objected. Each country
would be better off if allowed to have
its own ruler and govern itself inde
dent of the other.
Did You Ever
Try ElectriceBitters as a remedy for
your troubles? If not, get a bottle now
awl get relief. This medicine has been
found to be peculiarly adapted to the re
lief and cure of all female complaint.,
exerting a wonderful direct influence in
giving strength and tone to the organ&
leyou have loss of appetite, constipa-
tion, headache,rainting spells,, or are
nervous, sdeeplese, excitable, melan-
choly oreroublecewith dizzy spells, Elec-
tric Bitters is the medicine you need.
Health and strength are guaranteed by
its use. Fifty cents; and $1.01) at Ii, U.
liars! wick's drug store.
-
EDITORIAL COMMENT. JOHN R. FELLOWS DEAD
The man with a cold has no cause to
feel at all lonely these days.
Advices from theNorthwest are to the
effect that there will not be an ice fam-
ine next summer.
The turkey that escaped the Thanks-
giving raid has very little to be thank-
fu.elfor.liestir.u e .will come in two
weeks 
from 
now.
Wender if the New York World
wonld give Tom Watson $2.50 apiece for
all the letters he could write now, as it
did during the campaign?
If McKinley wants to get areal fire-
class private secretary let him secure
the services of some good newspaper
man, as Mr. Cleveland did.
The apparatus, recently patented,
that enable.' it nian to stay under water
for eighteen hours ought to eell
Every mike In our "new navy" ought
to emelt in it.
Mr. ehnutieey Depiow Oaten' Prepar-
ed to admit tlint Senator tthernien Is
without doubt one of the very depart
afterelinner speakers that ever toyed
with a napkin.
Congressman Bell's maority of 68,544
in the Second district of Colorado not
only knocks out all records in that lino ,
but also shows that the other side did
very little voting on election day.
If Gen. Weyler is right ween he says
there has been no Spanish tyranny in
Cuba, will he then tell an anxious world
why the Cubans are fighting? Certain-
ly they are not fighting for amusement.
It is not proper to call the men who
rob postoffices philatelists, even if they
do collect stamps. Then again, they
deserve to be confined in a different
kind of an institution from the philatel-
ists.
Bill Chandler is 'well-fitted for the
new role of "Coin" Harvey which he
seems to want to play in the Republi-
can troupe that will occupy the politi-
cal stage soon.
That anti-shirt waist bill was squelch-
ed in the Alabama Legislature. as was
also the anti-bloomer bill. The man
who introduced those bills will be sorry
for it whsti he gets home, that is if he
is a married man.
The Prince of Wale.; smokes #S cigars
There's a man with enoney to burn"-
and he barns it, too. If the Prince had
to earn the money he barns, he would
soon find that mckle cigars were good
enough for anybody.
Instead of giving their readers news
on Sunday's the New York newspapers
give them a very pretty colored
supplement-and expect them to be sat-
isfied with that. The printing of cuts
is cheaper the setting of type.
There are some things that Tom Wat-
son knows as well as anybody else. For
instance he remarked a few days ago:
"I'm out of polities,'' which is truly a
tact well-known to everybody, especial-
ly to the Populists, whom he betrayed
in the recent campaign.
Senator Quay thinks that Gov. Hamt•
lags would make an ideal Cabinet offi•
tor. The trouble is Quay's "thinks"
are not worth as niuch in Republican
councila as they once were, or else Gov.
Hastings would only have to induce him
to "think" in order to get a place.
By always demanding their rights
women eometimes get left out in Kan-
sas. Those women in that State who
recently paid off a church mortgage by
shucking corn, doubtless were sorry that
they could not make their husbands do
the work, but the poor men had been so
long in the habit of staying at home to
nurse the babies, that they had forgot-
ten how to do anything else.
n we should have to fight Spain on
the sea, the chances are that we would
get licked-that is, if we have many
vessels like the Texas, and the chances
are that we have.
Everybody should rejoice that the
Weather Bureau has considerably
tightened the governor belt of its bliz-
zard machine. The weather io quite
passable to-day.
It seems that Roosevelt is tired of his
job as Sunday boss of New York and
wants to trade it off for an Assistant
Secretaryship in the Navy Department.
Congress is going to order a bust for
John C. Breckinridge for the Senate
Chamber. The Colonel is always bust-
ed,so Pollard's lawyers have diacovered.
It would be almost impossible for
Grover Cleveland to have many more
enemies than he now has, unless the
thing was made unanimous.
Cleveland is a greater financier when
attending to his own business than he
is when looking after the affairs of the
nation.
Nobody ought to blame the Chicago
policemen who broke up a foot ball
game under the impression that it wasa riot
Mtreo would be in a poor business of-
fering $5,000 for Weyler's head. He
could get a better one most anywhere
for $5.
It is not thought that Henry Cabot
Lodge went to Canton to ask for a place
in sonic vast wilderness.
Anthony Comstock is even particular
as to how salad is dressed. He's a very
modest man.
The tendency of the Legislatures to
meddle with affairs tbat do not come
within their proviuee seems to be grow-
ing stronger as the years pass on, and it
is time that the public was calling a halt
on it. Ohio has legislated against the
theater hat, while New York has legis-
lated against the Mother Hubbard. The
AlabamaLegialature was on the point of
tackling the bloomers a few days ago,
but very wisely refrained.
The annual report of the Treasury
shows that in the fiscal year ending
Ju"e 80 last, the first full year of the
operation of the Wilson tariff, the re-
ceipts frOm the customs increased $7,-
e68,134. And it was a year of business
stagnatiran and largely decreased inn-
of merchandise. What answer
canethe advocates of tariff-ripping and
the opponents of retrenchment make to
this showing?
If the report of an irveution just made
in Germany be true, the cobbler's job
is entirely gone, and the business of
shoe manufactories Will be reduced fifty
or sevent•y-five per cent. It is claimed
that a citizen of Germany has patented
a composition of glue and ground quartz
which spread over the soles of boote and
shoes makes them practically indestrui•-
tible while it does not in the least render
them any the less flexible. If this turns
out to be a emcees it will be a great
thing for the poor people, as it will in a
great measure do away with shoe bills.
\ DR. DELL'S PINE-TAR-EIONEY
.A.tivanoerra New Theory in the Treat-
ems nt of all Cough, Lung and
Bronchial Troubles. It
Cures and Came
Quickly.
Absolutely harmless and pleasant to
take. It cuts loose the mucous and al-
lows ft to be spit off without exertion or
straining and stops the cough at once by
healidet the inflamed parts; gives vigor
and vitality to the respiratory organic
and produces a condition in which all
the functions are exerted with regthlare
ty and harmony.
Died by R. C. Hardwick,
-
He Succumbed to the Inevit-
able a Few Hours Ago.
CONGRESS CONVENED.
Two Awful mod Bloody T.egoidoes or WO di
Fee Missouri People Ls** Their Lives
CARELESSNESS CAUSES A FATAL Melt.
inlet AL TO SEW IttA)
New York, Dee, 7, SAM p.
John Ii. Fellows, the eloquent and able
Distriet Atter:ivy of this city is dead-
haviug pealed away just before noon,
at his home at No. tile West Ireind Bt.
Oct. Fellows' inner though short was
a severe and painful one, but he made a
hard fight for life. For several days
his life has hung in the balance, and
while his physicians 'hoped that he
might possibly recover, yet they recog-
nized the fact that the chances were
greatly against him. He had been suf-
fering from acute gastritis ever winos
election day, November ted, but as he
had lost so much time from his official
duties daring the campaign, he would
not go home and remain quiet, as his
rhysician wanted him to do, but con-
tinued at his labors until he was simply
forced by complete exhaustion to desist,
and even then he refused to go to bed.
It was only stout six days ago that he
beeame so ill :that he had to take to his
bed, which he was destined never to
again leave in life. Since last Friday
night three physicians have constantly
been in attendance at the bedside of the
sick man. Some days ago the telephone
connection was cut off, and the bells
about the home were muffled so as not
to disturb the patient.
At midnight last night the condition
of Mr. Fellows was such that the phys-
icians gave up all hope. During a short
period of consciousness-just before day
this morning-the Colonel summoned
his wife and children to his bedside and
bade them a most affectionate farewell.
He told them that he was resigned to
his fate. A short while afterwarn he
again became unconcious and remained
so until his death a few hours ego
Arrangements for the tuners we: not
be made until the deceased's son. juho
B. Fellows, Jr., arrives.
Gel. Follows was one of the most poP•
ular tnen in public life in New e ork,
and there is general sorrow on heti/DUI
of his death.
CONGRESS OON V ENED.
[SPECIAL TO Mew Eke;
Washington. D. C., Dec. 7.-The sec•
mid session of the Fifty-Fourth Con•
grass befoul promptly at noon to-day.
After the two branches had been called
to orderby their respective presiding of-
ficers, the chaplains offered up prayers
suitable for the occasion. Speaker Reed
anti Vice President Stevenson eaeh ap-
pointed members of a joint committee
to wait upon President Cleveland and
notify him thatCongress was in session,
and was prepared to reoeive any nomrn
munieations that he might desire to
make. The President then sent over
his annual message as required by law.
All who had expected the message to
contain anything sensational in regard
to the Cuban affair were
disappointed. The President attvotcd
home rule for Cuba, but he did not be-
lieve that this country should interfere
in the matter-at any rate noir at pres-
ent, if at all. He did not embody in his
message the information received from
Gen. Fitzhugh /am, the Consul-General
to Havana, but simply gave his own
opinion. Nor did he reoonineend the
increase of standing army of thetnited
States to 70,000 men as General Neiman
A. Miles was very anxious for him to
do. The message was rather a dry af-
fair, and was not listened to with very
deep interest by the majority of the
members. After the reading of the
document both house adjourned until
to-morrow.
MURDER AND LYNCHING.
[SPECIAL To NEW mai
Lexington, Mo., Dec. 7.-Within the,
last eighteen hours there has been at this
place two fearful and bloody tragedies
in which five people lost their lives. Lama
night Mrs. Winner, who resides near
this place, was found murdered together
with her two youngest children, who
were mere babies. The whole neigh-
borhood was instantly aroused and an
investigation of the bloody work was
made. So strongly did everything
point to Jessie Winner and her lover,
James Nelson, as the murderers that a
mob got possession of them, and after
questioning them, and becoming satis-
fied of their guilt, took them to a tree
near the house where the murder was
committed and hang them both to the
same limb It is supposed that Mrs.
Winner objected to the girl marrying
Nelson, and that the couple concluded
to murder the mother and two babes so
as to get the property to begin life on.
MORE LAWLESSNESS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW see]
Harrodsburg, Ky., Dec. 7.-Six more
toll-gates were chopped down by a mob
in Mercer county Saturday night and
the keepers notified that if the gates
were repaired or further efforts made to
eolleot toll, not only the toll-houses, but
the private property °tate Board of Di-
rectors at wieD, Wotaid be burned.
There is Nethlugoe li•UL
There is nothing jest as good as Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption,
coughs and colds, so demand it and do
not permit the dealer to sell you some
substitute. He will not claim there is
anything better, but he order -to make
more profit he ma e claim something
else to be jast as good. You e mit Dr.
King's New Discovery becau-se you
knew it to be safe and reliable, and
guaranteed to do good or money re-
funded. For coughs, colds, eieleurnp-
tiou and for all affections of throat,
chest and lungs, there fi melarog to
good as is Dr. Kings New 1 itteovery.
I Trial beetle free at R. 0. lino-twit-Wedrug store. Regular sine 50 ci lob S.64
eeee e ,
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All advertisements Inserted without spec-
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mo.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths.
not exceeding aye lines, and notices of
pr...sc Ing published gratis.
rhic nary Notices. Resolutions of Respect,
and other aitnilar notices, tIve cents per line.
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-NO CHANGE NEEDED.
Senator Sherman expresses himself in
favor of passing a bill at once to provide
adequate revenue to meet the expenses
of the Government. The Senator, how-
ever. proposed to produce the revenue
by increasing the tariff, which is wrong.
A tariff as high as McKinley and his
basses, the protected manufacturers,
want it would not produce as much rev-
enue as does the Wilson tariff law, be-
cause it would be so high as to be pro-
hibitive-as the manufacturers intend
it to be. The trouble is not with the
Wilson tariff-that's all right, its high
enough and produced much more reve-
nue than it would if it were 20 per cent.
higher, because in that case it would be
no high that people could not not afford
to pay it, so imports and exports would
cease almost entirely, as was the came
under the McKinley bilL We say the
trouble is not with the Wilson bell, and
it is not-the trouble has been for the
last year that the monied interests, in
order to frighten the people into voting
to maintain the single gold standard,
has kept business at a standstill, and,
therefore, there being no imports or ea-
porta for the Wilson law to apply to,
there was necessarily a defecit in the
revenues-which would have been the
case no matter what sort of a tariff law
had been in force. Even as it is, the
Wilson law produced more revenue dur-
ing the second year that it was in force
than the McKinley bill did during the
last year of its existence. The people at
large do not want the tend tampered
with now, nor is it at all necessary that
it should be. The Wilson tariff will not
only produce all the revenue needed,
but there will be • surplus if the Repub-
licans will only bring about the prosper-
ity that they claimed during the recent
campaign would inamediateiy follow the
election; of Ms. McKinley, but has so
far failed to put in an appearance. Yes,
under even ordinary conditions, which
will of neoessity soon prevail again,
the Wilson tariff will be found to be all
that could be desired. It has never had
a fair trial, yet with the income tax
feature cut off it has not fallen so very
far short of producing the neoessary
amount of revenue, and if the inoome
tax feature had been allowed to stand,
there would have been a large surplus.
If more revenue is necessary it could
be ealrey rased through the internal
revenue bureau end it ought to be
raised in that way-by an increase in
the tax on whisky and beer-on the lux-
uries inseead of ea she necessaries of life
that effect every poor person in the land.
The tax on whisky used to be $2 per
gallon , make it that again if necessary
- -no poor man need drink anion he
wants to, but he mast buy sugar, coffee,
ete The Wilson bill should be allowed
to stand, but of course is will not.
HOW DID HE MAKE IT?
Two of New York's leading news-
papers are disputing over the amount of
President Cleveland's wealth-and they
are very far apart in their estimates.
It is, however, pretty certain that Mr.
Cleveland will be the richest ex-Preai-
dent that the nation has yet known.
George Washington is said to have been
the richest man in America while Presi-
dent, and his wealth reached S800,000.
It is believed that Mr. Cleveland can
make a far better showing than this,
and the question is, how did he get it?
It is known that when he was elected
to the Presidency the first time he had
nothing, that is very little,-he himself
declared at that time that he was worth
leas than five thousand dollars, so where
did he get a colossal fortune in less than
twelve years? Eight years of the twelve
e has been occupied with his official
duties as President and could not en-
gage actively in business, so about the
only time he has had in which to make
his fortune was during the four years
that he was out of office and practiced
law in New York City and it ie hardly
likely that he could have made so much
money in so short a time. As President
he epent about all of his salary, so it is
a little strange that he should be so
rich now. He may, however, have had
his financial agent to buy some of the
stock of the big Sugar Trust that a
number of the Senators were accused of
dealing in while the sugar schedule of
the tariff bill was under discussion, and
his financial agent might also have
bought some of Uncle Sam's bonds at
the sale of bonds made to replenish the
Treasury gold reserve. On all big deals
It is very easy for the President's finan-
cial agent to get in on the ground floor,
as the other fellows want his 'finance,
you know.
Mr. Castle, the California millionaire,
who, together with his wife, was &me-
ted in London on a charge of shoplift-
ing, says that the London officials "as
soon an they found out they had got
hold of the wrong people treated as as
courteously as portable." Got hold of
the wrong people is decidedly good-in
view of the fact that the wife was sen-
tenced to prison for four months, and
was only saved from serving out the
sentence by a royal pardon issued be.
cause it was proved that she was a
kleptomaniac For a man who has just
passed this:nigh so mach trouble Mr
Castle is exceedingly humorous.
11100 Near. Reward $100.
The readers of tais paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least one
dreaded Mamas that ficience has been
able to cure in all An stages, and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure, is the
only positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a oonstitu-
tional theme, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the wri-
tten, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so mach
faith in its curative powers, that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any cam
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
Testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY &
•
, ,
, • a/ilif f
• 114 •
• • I
SAW by Deeirmeta, 75c.
eiall's Family Pills are the best.
I
SOMETHING SHOULD BE DONE. A SUICIDAL POLICY:
Gov. Bradley says that he will call an I A more idiotic and suicidal 
financial
system than this country has would in•
(teed be hard to conceive of. During
the exi,tence of the present Adiniuis
tretion enough bonds have been issued
foi- the purpose of redeeming green-
backs in gold to have rtired fully two-
thirds of the greenbacks in existence
and to have in that way relieved the
people of the debt thae.they represent,
yet the greenbacks, after having been
redeemed, have been reissued-so the
people not only owe them-as they did
at the start-but also owe the face of
the bonds and thirty years interest on
them in addition. If an individual do-
ing business were to give his note-for
that's all on earth that a greenback bill
proniisory note payable on demand,
and when the note fell due, pay it, but
instead of cancelling it. again put it outi
in exehange for something that was not
money of final redemption-as the Gov-
erument gives greenbacks for silver
while it has to redeem them in gold -
people wool thi,.k the note itisatiti, and
they v.ou1,1 know that it was only a
question of time until he failed in bind-
U0.4,8, yet that is exaetly es hat the Gov-
ernmeut of the United ntates is doing
now and he has been doing for many
year., so there ought not to be any ear-
piiise at finding it in its present deplore-
b e !lean .141 eoedition-in fact, the
wonder i that it has been able to keep
up that suicidal policy as long as it has,
and that it is not in even a worse condi-
tion than it is. The financial affairs of
the country will never be in good shape
until the greenbacks shall have all been
taken up and oancelled, the Govern-
ment taken entirely out of the banking
business and some provision made for
the free and unlimited coinage of both
gold and silver upon presentation at
any of the mints.
_ 
The United States public domain has
been given away very recklessly by Re-
publicanAdministrat ions within the past
thirty years, yet there are a good many
broad acres left. The report of the
General Land office shows that up to
the 30th day of last June the Govern-
ment had disposed of 904.000,000 acres
of public lands, which left over 600,000,-
000 acres still vacant, not including over
309,000,000 acres in Alaska. There are
millions upon millions of acres held by
foreign corporations-railroad compan-
ies, etc., that the Government ought to
reclaim, as the conditions - upon which
it was granted have never in many
cases been complied with at all.
extra session of the Legislature when
the circumstances justify him in doing
so. If the condition of the State Treas-
ury for the past two years or more I
would not justify him in calling
an extra session, then it is impossible to
tell what would. The Governor owes
it to the people to have some means
adopted whereby raeney can be put into
the Treasury, and that can only be done
by calling the legislators tegether, and
it should be done as soon as he can get
assurance from the various leaders that
the necessary legislation can be had.
Unless he can get such assurance, how-
ever, it would be useless to call an extra
session. If he e °aid call a session, and
leave out the matter of electing a Unit-
ed States Senator, the chances are that
he could theu get some work out of the
members, but to call it and have the
the members fighting over the Senator-
ship would do the State no good what-
ever. The Senatorial matter can very
well go over to the next regular session
which occurs in January 1898 without
any loss to the State. Senator Black-
burn's term does not expire until the 4th
of next March, and the Fifty-Fifth
Congress will not meet until December.
just a month before the regular session
of the Kentucky Legislature, which
mild elect a United States Senator, so
the State would only be without a Sen-
ator for about four or five weeks unless
Mr. McKinley should happen to call an
extra session of Congress. Bat even if
the State should be only partly repre-
sented in the Senate for six months or a
year, there would be very little lost.
The financial affairs of the State are
now of far more importance to the peo-
ple than is its representation in the
United States Senate.
REPUBLICAN CLAFtdS.
The Republicans are fond of talking
about the present low Democratic tariff
when in fact the present is the very
highest peace tariff that the country has
ever had with the single exception of the
McKinley law. The Republicans claim
that a higher tariff is now necessary.
There is no industry in the country that
really needs more protection, and as far
as a higher tariff being necessary to
meet the deficit in the revenues of the
Government, it is by no means certain
that a higher tariff would produce more,
or even as much revenue as does the
present law, as, we have said before, it
might be so high as to be prohibitive,
in which event the revenues would fall
below what they are now instead of in-
creasing. And again, we have no rea-
son to believe that the Wilson law will
not produce all the revenue needed when
business shall have been restored to its
normal condition, as even under the
great depression that has existed for the
past two or three years the deficits have
not been very large. In this tariff mat-
ter the Republicans are not at all con-
sistent, as in 1890 they increased the
tariff avowedly to diminish surplus rev-
enues, and it had that effect. Now
they claim that increasing the tariff
will have just the opposite effect-will
increase the revenues. The Republi-
cans will make a great mistake in in-
creasing the tariff duties for the benefit
of the trusts and monopolies, but they
are pretty certain to do so, as it was for
that purpose that those organizations
furnished the money that bought the
Presidency for McKinley.
THE WAY IT WORKS.
The New York Thrice-a-Week World
says: "Immunity from prosecution
makes trust conspirators insolvent. Dis-
patches from Jackson, 0., report that a
coal company there is suing to compel
the Ohio Southern Railroad Company to
furnish it cars. The railroad,s000rding
to the reports, has agreed with a coal-
mining trust to break up the business of
any mining company which pays its
workmen more than the trust's scale of
wages, and as the plaintiff coal com-
pany has been gaily of that heinous of-
fense, the railroad people refuse to fur-
nish cars for its output. The suit to
mandamus them is right enough, but
why are they not prosecated and sent
to jail? Has Ohio, too, an Attorney.
General like our own in his attitude to-
wards corporations that have influ-
ence?" If the World will take the
trouble to look into the matter it will
find that the States in which the trusts
flourish and operate in open violation of
the law are almost invariably Republi-
can States.
Mr. Cleveland gays that he favors
home-rule for Cuba, but he does not
really mean that, because as a sensible
man he is bound to know that nothing
abort of absolute freedom would guar-
antee the Cabana against the tyriny
that has always been practiced by
Spain wherever she has had the slight-
est power. It can not be home-rule-
the Cubans will either ,be freemen or
slaves, that is, there can be no interme-
diate ground. It is greatly to be hoped
that Congress will take an entirely dif-
ferent view of the situation from what
Mr. Cleveland does, and that it will in
the very near future decide to go at
once to the aid of the Cubans and assist
them in driving their brutal oppressors
entirely from the island.
The Manchester Ship Canal shows en-
couraging gains over its first year's
traffic. In the first ten mouths of 18115
the tonnage was 691,000; of 1896, it was
1,296,000. As yet the American cattle
have not been carried over the canal,
but it will soon begin to be done, and
will amount to 8,000 head a week.
Heretofore the cattle have been landed
atBirkenhead,and driven toManchester.
The cattle trade will neatly increase
the tonnage handled by the canal cons-
pany.
Pius Hale, the St. Louie man who was
last week supposed to be dead-to have
been murdered-and Whose family, with
the , assistance of the police, spent five
days searching in the sewers of that city
for his dead body, was found in the
lock-up of that city, where he had been
confined for a week. The officer who
put Hale in there must have been on a
protracted spree himself, as he claims
to have forgotten all about the arrest.
The Beard of Police Commissioners will
investigate the case.
The official count in California gives
Bryan 1 more vote intheElectoralCollege.
If the Democrats win their contest for
twelve electors in Kentucky-the offici-
al count there already giving them one
-McKinley will come out in the end
with only 71 majority in the Electoral
College. This will be 60 less than the
majority by which Cleveland beat Har-
rison four years ago. Those cheerful
Republican statesmen who are proclaim-
ing the death of the Democratic party
will face the liveliest corpse in 1900 that
ever they tackled.
When they put • man in jail, he
cannot follow his natural inclinations.
He cannot eat what he wants to-he is
limited to a very frugal diet. Is it not
equally true of a dyspeptic? For all of
the real enjoyment he gets out of life
he might as well be in jail. He cannot
eat what he likes, nor enough- He Re-
fers much, gets little sympathy. At
first, perhaps a little heaviness in the
stomach, a little sourness:, windy belch-
ings and heartburn ; headaches and bill-
iousneas and a foul taste in the month
in the morning. Chronic constipation
is almost inevitable, and means that the
bcdy is holding poisonous, impure mat-
ter that should be gotten rid of. The
poison is being reabsorbed into the
blood and the whole body. Impurity in
the blood may lead to almost any disease
Constipation is the start of it all. Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipa-
tion, cure it so it stays cured. No other
remedy in the world will do that.
Send 21 cents in one-cent stamps_ to!
Worlda Dispense:yr Medical Associa- •
tion, Buffalo, N. Y., and receive Dr. '
Pierce's 1008 page common sense mode
cal adviser, illustrated.
Before the war'talk grows any louder
the new United States Navy should by
all means be inspected by the gentle-
men who have found that the entire
bulkhead of the Texas is worthless and
that the great wonder is that she did
not sink at sea instead of at her dock in
the Brooklyn Navy-yard. Spain has
just accepted two modern torpedo-boats
from a firm of Glasgow builders, and
she has more in process of construction.
It would be rather embarrassing to Un-
cle Sam to have one of his big ironclads
sink just as it was being prepared to
make an attack on a Spanish man-of-
war.
_
When Premier Del Castillo refused
the offer of $100,100,000, made by Senor
Armes Landenas last August, for the
supremacy of the Island of Cuba the
Spanish Government through away one
of the best bargains ever offered it, pro-
vided, of course, that the offer Was
backed by cash or its equivalent. As day
by day the armies of Macao and Gomez
draw closer and closer their coils about
Havana the:loss of the golden opportu-
nity to dispose of the island must be felt
more and more keenly at Madrid.
There is a report gbing the rounds at
Frankfort to the effect that Gov. Brad-
ley is seriously contemplating resigning
-as his health is very good. It is not
at all likely that there is the slightest
shadow of truth in the report. Repub-
licans never resign-and seldom die.
The Governor's health may not be first-
claw, but here's betting that he'll serve
out the four years for which he Is as
elected.
Retrenchment, revenue, rest,-that's
what the country needs, but it will get
none of them with Hanna and the trusts
and monopolies in power, raising tariff
duties, squandering money in every
way and keeping the business world
stirred up by constant changes. Hanna
and the corporations, however, have
McKinley bound hand and foot, and he
is powerless to shake them off if he
would.
The value of Ambassador Bayard's
services to the Uniael States can be
judged by the fact that Great Britain
wants to give him a valuable present.
When an Ambassador gets too popular
that the Court to which he is accredited
wants to make him valuable presents
it's about time for the Government that
he Is am-molted to represent to invite him
to come home and stay a while.
In this day and generation it takes
exceedingly little to make a man fa-
mous. Hanna has become the most fa-
mous man in the nation simply because
he distributed campaign boodle success-
fully, and McKinley has become fa-
mous because he was ttrn for whom
Hanna purchased the idency. This
is a day of very small men.
It is to be hoped that Rockfeller and
Carnegie will not back down from their
announced determination :to fight each
other for the supremacy in the iron and
steel trade. When two such fellows as
Rockfeller and Carnegie fall out and
fight, honest people stand some chance
of getting things at reasonable prices.
The public would like to see these two
men fight for the next ten or twelve
years.
The currency problem continues to be
the most important question before the
people of them United States.
This country will never be on a solid
financial basis until the government
shall have been taken out of the bank-
ing business.
Gladness Comes
W
a better understanding of the
• e transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that so many forms ot
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the on17
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you 'pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle. which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If In the enjoyment of grod health.
and the system is replier, laxatives or
other remedies are then nofneeded It
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the most ekilleul
physicians, but if in neee of a laxative
one should have toe beet, and with the
well-informed everywhere, Syrup ol
Figs stands highest and is most largely
Ord and rives most general aatisfaetiom.
ROW THE D, S CAST,
And the Fate of Turkey Is
Settled at Last.
THE SULTAN A VASSAL,
With 18 • Six Great Powers of Wipe as His
lelat Masters.
[sPaciAL TO Jew zits]
Washington, D. Ce Dec. 10.-News
has been received of the final arrange-
ments in regard to Turkey. Once more
the Christian world will be able to
stand erect without shame. While it
will Lot be un.dertaken to ,avenge the
innocent blood ilready shed, the brutal
Turk will be stripped of all further
power of outrage end massacre.
The Turk is to be coerced; the Sultan
is to be reduced, in fact, if not in name,
to vassalage. His fate will be officially
melee known to him by the end of the
present week.
IRE INEVITABLE HAS COME.
Russia, France and Great Britain
have deserted it. Should the Sultan re-
sit or fail to bow at once to the inevita-
ble, then the combined fleets of those
three power will enforce their behest.
The announcement has not yet been of-
ficially made, but will be in a few days
It it as only yesterday that the agree-
ment was concluded by the powers, as
the consent of the other parties to the
Berlin treaty was necessary. Italy and
Germany agreed without hesitation, but
Austria hesitated long.
'RUSSIA DICTATED IT. •
The terms of the new policy have
practically been dictated by, Rama.
There are two or three versions in ni-
ploinatic circles of the policy at last de-
cided upon. This is one:
That Russia Shall Oeenpy the north-
eastern corner formed by the Bosporus
and the Black Sea and extending to a
point about half way down the Bospo-
rus; that Constantinople and the Dar-
danelles shall be placed under European
protection, but shall remain under the
rule of the Sultan, tee forts at the Dar-
danelles being dismantled and the pas-
sage becoming entirely free. No further
change is suggested in regard to the in-
tegrity of the Turkish empire.
This includes also .European supervis-
ion of some of the Sultan's appoint-
ments.
ORDERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN.
Two things may he confidently as-
sumed under the new agreement.
First, that substantial guarantees of
good government for all .the raced in
Turkey shall be provided; second, that
Russia shall retain her practical mas-
tery of the situation in the Sultan's do-
main.
Orders have already been given to the
British, Russian and French squadrons
in the Levant to assemble at the en-
trance to the Dardanelles, and to the
Russian Black Sea fleet to prepare to
enter the Bosporus in the event of the
Sultan's failure to yield immediate obe-
dience to the formal demands.
MAY BE A TRAOF.DY.
If Abdul-Hamid is in a sane mood, it
is to be expected he will submit to the
best grace possible. If not, then there
may be a final great tragedy atConstan-
tinople, which could not fail to compel
a more radical and permanent settle-
ment of the Eastern question than is
contemplated by the present agreement.
The reit is a very real one, and there
Is no doubt that it has been taken into
careful consideration under the terms of
the new arrangement. The contingen-
cy has been provided against, but how
has not yet been made known.
TWO HUNDRED POISONED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 8.-There Ia
the greatest excitement in this city over
another attempt at wholesale poisoning.
Two hundred people' are now very ill
and the life of some of them is thought
to hang in the balance. It will be
remembered that last week six hun-
dred people were poisoned here by eat-
ing bread from a certain baker's shop.
It is believed that a person who desired
to break up that baker's business pat
arsenic in his dough, as it was found in
his bread in large quantities. The poi-
son this time was also arsenic, and an
Investigation showed that it had been
put in the baker's flour. The
baker threw away all of his
flour when the six hundred people were
poisoned last week, and got a new sup-
ply-so the arsenic discovered to-day
was put in since last Friday. The de-
tective force of the city is trying hard
to discover the identity of the baker's
enemy, but so far has been unsuccessful.
None of the six hundred died, though
many of them were very ill-and it is
hoped that all of the two hundred pois-
oned to-day may pull through.
WANTED-350,000 pounds badly
worm eaten, mean lugs and trash to-
bacco at Gracey, Hy. See L. W. Wat-
kins.
•
SOME EXTRACTS
From the President's Mes:
sage to Congress.
THE PENSION ABUSES.
The Time Has Not Yet Arrived for Interference.
In Its Spanish-Cuban War.
OTHER IMPORTANT MATTERS NOTICED.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 8.-The fol-
lowing are the most interesting and im-
portant portions of the message that
President Cleveland sent to the Fifty-
Fourth Congress hen it began its sec-
ond session on yesterday:
"I do not believe that the present
-.timber prospect in Turkey will be long
erin ,!e to offenc the sight oe Chris-
tendom It en mare the humane awe
enlightened civilization that belongs to
the close of the Nineteenth century that
it seems hardly possible that the earnest
demand of good people throughout the
Christian world fo( its corrective treat-
ment will remain utlauswered
"When the inability of Spain to deal
succeesfully with the insurrection in
Cuba has b coin.- manifest, and it Is
eeniousetrated that her sovereignty is
xtinet in Cuba for all purposes of its
rightful existence, and when a hopeless
-rruggle for its' re-establishment has de-
wenterated into a ktrife which means
nothing more than the useless sacrifice
of human life and the utter destruction
of the very subject-matter of the con-
flict, a situation will be presented in
which our obligations to the sovereignty
of Spain will be superseded by higher
obligations which we can hardly hesi-
tate to recognize and discharge.
"The abuses which have been allowed
to creep into our pension system have
done incalculable harm in demoralizing
our people and undermining good citi-
zenship. I have endeavored within my
reach of official duty to protect our pen-
sion roll and make it what it should be,
a roll of honor, containing the names of
those disabled in the country's service
and worthy of their oountry's affection-
ate remembrance.
"The progress made in civil-service
reform furnishes a cause for the utmost
congratulation. It has survived the
doubts of its friends as well as the ran-
cor of its enemies, and has gained a per.
manent place among the agencies des-
tined to cleanse our politics and im-
prove, economize and elevate the public
service.
"I believe our present tariff law, if
allowed a fair opportunity, will in the
near future yield a revenue, which,
with reasonably economical expendi-
tures, will overcome all deficiencies. In
the meantime, no deficit that has occur-
red or may meta need excite or disturb
"I am more convinced than ever that
we can have no assured financial peace
and safety until the Government cur-
rency obligations upon which gold may
be demanded from the Treasury are
withdrawn from circulation and cancel
ed. This might be done, as has hereto-
fore been recommended, by their ex-
change for bog-time bonds bearing a
lower rate of interest or by their re-
demption with the proceeds of such
bonds.
"The entire case may be presented by
the statement that the day of sensible
and sound financial methods will not
dawn upon us until our Government
abandons the banking business and the
accumulation of funds and confines its
monetary operations to' the receipt of
the money contributed by the people for
its support and to the expenditure of
such money for the people's benefit.
"The menage also calls attention to
the importance of more effective meas-
ures against the growth of trusts. It
points out the difficulty of making Fed-
eral laws effective in all cases and sug-
gests that 'even though it may be
found that Federal authority is not
broad enough to fully reach the case,
there can be no doubt as to the power of
the several States to act effectively in
premises, and there should be no reason
to doubt their willingness to studiously
exercise such power.'
"Among the minor recommendations
in the message are the provision at pub
lie expense of official residences for our
foreign ministers, an extension of the
civil service, decisidettection to protect
the interests of the United States in the
Pacific railroads, the prohibition of the
sale of liquor to Indians and a change
In the relations to the Government of
the tribes in Indian Territory."
JACKSON MUST DIE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW mu]
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 8.-The Court of
Appeals to-day rendered a decision in
the case of Scott Jackson convicted of
the murder of Pearl Bryan at Newport
on January 81st of this year. The de-
cision of the lower court is affirmed, so
Jackson must die, unless the Governor
nterferes.
The Franco German Rheumatic ring,
no cure no pay. For sale be M. D.
Kelly, jeweler.
FREE
BUTTONS!
AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
with each package of
SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
A COLLECTION OF BUTTONS
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ip buy )elisble goods at extra low price-.
Illic drt•rr. goodN
d tr.naninits you will always find something
new and at the right paices.
Capes, Jackets and Cloaks.
A splendid assortment and at prices that defies
competition.
iiirtmi mid (lona , iot
In white aid colortd shirts- I wiil sell yon a bet-
ter shirt for your motley than any house in city.
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Astonishing Record of Paine's Celery Al.v
Compound Amolig the Sick.
The fact that Paine's celery compound
is today relied on and recommended,
both in public and in their own family
circle, by so large a portion of the most
prudent and thoughtful people in every
community, should not be overlooked in
determining one's choice of a remedy.
Paine's celery compound is the most
successful, the most warmly praised
remedy-just as it was, at the time of
Its discovery, the most talked-of-ever
offered by a physician to his fellow
practitioners and to the public. Paine's
celery compound has more than fulfilled
the great things expected of it when it
was fret announced to medical men as
the discovery of that distinguished
scientist, Prof. Edward E. Phelps, M.D.,
LL. D.. It is the grandest invigorator
and strengthener in the world. It of-
fers an escape from nervous exhaustion,
neuralgia, sleeplessness and dyspepsia
to every man and woman who is robbed
of health.
"I have taken a number of bottles of
Paine's celery compound," says Mrs. E.
Warren Davidson of 802 Warren aye,
Chicago, "and consider it the best of
remedies in cases of insomnia, arising
from torpid lives, neuralgia, rheuma-
tism, etc. It has done for me all that is
claimed for it, and I cheerfully in
dorse it."
We all know women who are living
on the "ragged edge" of nervous ex-
haustion.
They eat their food without relish,
sleep without refreshment and worry
along day by day half sick, but refusing
to believe it.
These women who are farther along
in poor health than they think, are the
very persons who would find an aston-
ishing help in Paine's celery compound.
Its regulating action on their jangled
nerves, and its re-vivifying action upon
digestion and assimilation -nee just what
their system is in need of. Why should
any one not try it.
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Book Marks,
Bicycle Tags,
Hair,
Brushes) Cloth,
Bonnett
Glove Menders,
1
Hat Marks,
Match Safes
Needle Cases,
Paper. Knives,
I
Tie Clasps,
Satchel Tags
Spool Holders,
Baby Rattles,
Chain Brackets,
Cane Marks,
Food Pushers,
Glove Hooks,
Hat Pins,
Rings,
Key Tags,
Chains,
Vinargretts,
Scissors,
Stamp Boxes,
Photo. Frames, Purses.
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Cloak arid Wrap Sale 17144
1
Of the season
We will sell all our wraps at ONE HALF PRICE, as it is getting late in the *
— 
i 6*
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Iseason, aud we must close out our wraps. We will sell from to-day all of our 16,6
wraps, consisting of tailor-made garments in Jackets in Smooth Cloth and Rough Pro-ig
Bonclee and Military Jackets. Our capes are the very latest styles in Smooth totifki...1, -Cloth and Rough Boaclee, Silk, Velvet and Plush Fancy Capes. enrCu Chi dr.F-n' en -
Are for all ages.
All t be Sold Regardless of Cost
We mean business. Come and be convinced. Our goods are all tailor-made
and guarantee' in Price, Quality and Fits. No trouble to show goods. Come
early and get your choice. We have also a fine selection of
Millinery Goods
In all lines, and Fancy Goods, which we offer at a bargain. You can save
money by buying from us. Call and see us and remember the place. Bting this
circular with you. Remember all wraps at half price at
NM' TV
THE LEADr'R
194 Mail] St.
Chri‘tnms ReceptionN
Or any of the social functions of the
season, requires a new style dress suit,
or you won't be "in it" with the swells
who have prepared for the occasion.
Choose your fabric from our handsome
stock, and let us do the rest, and you
will be in trim to meet His Royal Nibs
If necessary.
CLARK, "The Tailor."
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WE ARE 
RECEIVING  DAILY
The largest and best assorted
Dry Goods,
Notions,
Carpets,
Gent',
atid
estuCii Of
Furnishings,
Ladies',
Gent's,
Misses
and Children's Shoes
Ever brought to Hopkinsville. We in-
vite your inspection and solicit your
trade.
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A nice line nt pretty turnout- a,st ave on hand. Call on
us, •tshle. `44•venth Qt
WREN BE GETS READY.
tePscsar. To NEW =al
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 9.—In reply to
several men who have criticised him for
not calling au extra session of the Leg-
islature, Gov. Bradley says he will call
it when he gets ready and when he
thinks anything can be accomplished
by it. He denies having had any com-
munication from either Mark Hanna or
McKinley in regard to the matter.
A WILD RUMOR.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 9.-For a day or
two it has been reported here that on
accoent of ill health Governor Bradley
has determined to resign from the Gov-
ernorship and spend the next two or
three years in the Southern
part of Europe, and that he will
try to get McKinley to make him Min-
ister to some one of the foreign coun-
tries there-probably Italy, but that he
will go whether he gets the appoint-
ment or not. The Governor's friends
do not believe there is any truth in the
rumor, and they leugh when they hear
of it.
Phillips In :ail.
Harry Phillips, the young horseman
who for years has spent most of his
time in and about Hopkinsville, and
who wee b... Pen S., Wcod's trainer for
a - 'Ps j •Il atWayne, Ind , charg-
ed v. ith •
siairda
IT is 14 FACT
That low ',rive% are created Hud maintained in
our -tore. others may make them for a day or so.
We hold them do%in all the time- with H firm
hand while you tike the beoutit
All Our Bargains
Are Cillnuint:%
We do not sell Imitations. e tell of the bar-
gains all the time and hi.-4ek up the telling with
the bargains. Match our 65.00 suit, 68.50 over-
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.
• C"-.
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ammoth Clothillg & Shoe Co
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HAPPENINGS AT HOME. SPICY DIVORCE SUIT. A SENSATIONAL CASE HE SHOE 
TWO OF THEM PEOPLE AND THINGS, FACTS FOR FARMERS.
Master CommissionesSale Young Mrs. Meacham 
Tired Charles McDaniel Charged Cliff Garrott 
AttacK,'
Held Monday. of Her Old Husband. 
With Housebreaking. Four Negroes.
NEWS IN A NUTSHELL. SOME SALTY CHARCES
Mettles In lail-Ckild's Bad Accident-Death She Claims Ile Was Cruel; Is 
Claims That
Reported-Other Natters. Sc. Broke Nuptial Veen.
The salts by W. T Fowler held yes- When Rev. Calvin 
Meacham married
tetchier jn front of the court-house at. Nancy Hogan on the 12th day of last
trigeed a large crowd. Many of the July. a good deal of 
fun was poked at
largest eases were compromised, and the match. 
The newspapers headed
eeveral deferred The melee conaummat. their amounts of the anion. 
••December
ed were as follows: , and May ;" 
-An Old Man's Darling."
ins/. W. Baynham vs Rebecea Lacey and "Age and Youth"
ape one lot eleereet side ,er mein street I The preacher has seen eighty (ST Tiloefs
and one livery feeble lot Fair lew ; eiild winters and 
the woman he marriee is
to it Bodrare ono still 
very youthful. When the •eleest.
Frank Waller, vs M B Downer.
three iota near Huhbanieville; sold to
Frtnik Waller. $144.16.
Mr. E Peden. acime vu Lacey &
lealliegeby. 71 acres of laud in county:
sold Billingeby. $e78 80.
C H Bush vs Y J Means. 671,
acres on Sinking Fork; sold to Lucian
Mears $eol
G & CO., Vit. J. W. Die
5:1 sores in Wirth Christian; to J.
A. Robinson V410
Amandra Lander &c., vs. W. T
Cooper et al Pet J S. Summer,.
portion of 79e, sor-s in Truro einuti
150 acne on Sinking Fork, and persion
of land on Horse Creek. A. C. McGehee
purchased the find two tracts for $3,810:
J. P. Meacham bought the other at
$140.
A. E. Word vs. Abe Hall. two tracts
.of land oa Little River; A. E. Word
.$1176.711.
T. T. Owen, adm. vs. Mary .1. Owen
et. al. farm, 1132 acre., rented to S. B.
Wright for $65.
Saturday Conunisaioner Fowler sold
the W. G. Garnett estate at Pembroke.
Joe H. Williams mirehased the Dudley
farm at $41 an acre and the Planters
Bank bid off the hon'.- at $35. The
residence in Perri',r- A as bought by
Mr. Williams to. $. W. W. Gar-
nett, V. A. Garr'. ,e Joe Williams
bought the tobseo setory near Pem-
broke for $1,920.
Eloped From Fairview.
Another young couple of Kentucky
peepers, J. E. Perry and Miss B. A.
Harned, both of the neighborhood of
Fairview, Southern eentucky, arrived
in the .ity Tun. rnr-ling on marriage
beret They soon At, ered the license.
and est no tine eving across the
court -house corn. from the county
clerk's office to the office of 'Squire
Smith, and this magistrate performed
the ceremony for them at 10:30 o'clock.
Both were nice appearing young peop/e.
and belong to families of high standing
in Todd county. -Clarksville Chronicle.
Foully Murdered.
Relatives in Elkton received a tele-
gram from Lake Charles, La, saying
that Mr. Samuel Kirkman had been
sivalehtid and murdered near that city
Sataritay night. The deceased w as
born and reared in Todd county au.: .trid given him plenty
of cause to mistreat her, but that he
had never done so. He denies in tot°
that he had ever struck or abused her.
On the contrary, he prefers spicy
counter charges. He says that she has.
since her marriage to him, been guilty
of sueh lewd, lascivious behavior us to
prove her to be unchaste.
Rev. Meacham says that
widower and was living almost entirely
alone when he met Mrs. , who
was a widow, and after a short courtship
he was wedded to her without knowing
anything about her antecedents or gen-
eral cheracter. Hs says that he took
the plaintiff to his home and trusted her
well and supplied her every need sad
comfort. They lived happily together
until the last of August, le86, when he
was taken with a long and continued
spell of sickness end, until the last day
or two, has been nonfined to his bed. He
testes that for ma ny weeks he was help.
less and suffered, and instead of hi-
wife nerving and caring for him She
NU often away from home in the 00111-
pany of strange and suspicions men.The
preacher charges that the woman has
been guilty of adultry with diverse anti
sundry potions.
Meacham claims that while he was
sick that his wife and a men not named
brought a bottle of whisky to the house
and drank it and spent the night to-
gether in a different room from the one
occupied by tie sick man. He also se-
serts that while suffering and unable te
help himself Mrs. Meacham would make
appointments with different men in the
neighborhood and meet them both in
the day time and at night, and on more
than one occasion she spent the night
away from home in company with a
man not her husband.
For these reasons, and claiming that
his wife is not fit for a decent man to
live with, Meacham prays that the court
grant him a divorce, and that the peti-
tion of the woman be denied.
He says that the property he owns is
of little value and that his wife did not
have the shadow of an excuse for run-
ning an attachment. He denies that he
has any property belonging to Mrs.
Meacham.
A Big Steer.
Mr. A. S. Tribble yesterday purchased
from Miller Bros., of Roaring Springs,
a steer which weighs two thousand
pounds. The price paid for the big ani-
Mel was WO.
had lived with his family neer Lake
Charles for fifteen years. et lt led
Kirkman, ex•World's Fair i....eel-
es' and sister of the murdered Ma- left
for Louisiana last night.
Zr.. Johnson Dead.
Mrs. Sarah Johnson, well-known in
Christian county and mother of Mrs. G.
M Grey, of Lafayette, died Saturday at
her home in Montgomery county, Tenn.
he WSW seventy-two years old. The
had been an invalid many years from
the effects of a stroke of paralysis re
oetved thirty five years ago. lbe re-
mains a'-r" eterrei in the grave yard
near Beta.,011 'It arch
Money For Teachers.
Mias Katie McDaniel, Co. Supt., an-
nounces that the °panty teachers will
reeetee pay on Saturday, December 12th,
for third and fourth mouths' work. The
tractors Are gored to take at that time
their meenthly retie/rut to Maw McDan•
iii 's office.
COUNTY TEACHERS.
The next meeting of the Christian
Cloanty Teachers' Amtoriation will be
held at Pembroke on Saturday, Des. 19,
149*1 All teachers included in the Dis-
trict are required to attend or teach an
extra day. The districts included are
Nos. 11, 90, 26, 80, 84, 36. 47, 50, 70, 72,
77, 79, 80, 81, 82 eet and 90. The
electors are reeat-nc,,: r.0 bring their
song book. "The School Bell." It is
hoped that a Large manger of trustees
aud patrons will be present. The pro-
gram n will be interpersed with recita-
tions and music and will be as follows:
Devotional exercises.
Welcome Address . .... P. M. Barnes.
Response,  
 F. R. Utley.
The Daily Program, Its advantages and
disadvantages -.Mabee Mabel
Dryer, Edwin Elliott and Ora Bar-
row.
Reading
(11 Should a little be
much a little.
Recitation tat Objects, (b) Methods,
Misses Theresa Cannon, Nodie Dick-
erson, Margaret Wilson and Mrs. S
D. Allen.
Physiology and School-room Hygiene
W. H. Croft, Misses Doris Ander-
sen tmi Mary McCulloch.
rt..sam
(1) What is good work? (a) Bow els.
rained.
(S) How to obtain the pupils' attention
during recitation  Misses Jen-
nie West, Ida Winfrce, and Kate
Civil Government.
(1, Its purpose and value.
(it In what grades should text-books be
used
(3, Met/ands of teaching. P M.
Barnes, Misses Carrie Woods and
Margery Berry.
KATIZ MCDAIIIL,
Co. Supt.
ble minister came to town a few :la)s
after the marriage and his frienee
gathered around and eongratnlat
him, the love light was in his eyes and
his face was wreathed in expresser.-
.
grins. He /seemed to have found his
youth again; he was the happiest of
bridegrooms. The last time he visited
the pity he was not looking well and
was hunting a lawyer to file an answer
to a suit for divorce that had been
brought against him.
Mire. Meachare antes that she eae
made her heetbatio a enwei alert fa-t,,f,.1
wie tut" give,. bon -.0 ennse t-
evei to indett.-et her, but, notA ittistat. -
ins this, he has, without any provoete
tion whatever. been guilty of each cruel
beating and injury of her as to indicate
au outrageous temper and to endanger.
her life and great bodily injury for her
remain with him.
She claims that he has abused her,
dealt her violent blows and throated to
take her life.
Mrs. Meacham says that she has no
property whatever and has three chil-
(wen by a former marr:age, and that one
of the childreu, a girl twelve years old,
is entirely dependent upon her for
supeort
The plaintiff says further that her
husband is the owner of considerable
personal property. She gives a detailed
list of the property which includes rev-
ere] horses, cows, sheep, hogs, farming
utensils, furniture. Thts list shows
that Mrs. Meacham kept her eyes wide
open while she was living with the old
preacher. It covers eve pages of legal
cap paper and includes everything one
could well think of from a farm to a
bar of soap.
She Kaye that she should have an al-
lowance out of the property she names.
She prays the court to adjudge as her
own individual property certain desig-
nated articles, and that she bcrivellowed
alimony out of her huitban s estate to
the amount of $1,000. After requesting
the court to give her a lien on Mea-
cham's property, so that he can not diF-
pose of it, she asks that she be granted
an absolute divorce and restored to all
the rights of a single woman.
Rev. Meacham has filed an answer
and cross petition He specifically de-
nies every Pharki, set forth by his wife
%roe r :rotten, He says in
taught much or
g. Ggay, Vice Pres.
I have been informed
for the third and fourth
sent me for distribution on Saturday,
Dec. 12th. Teachers can get same by
eaten, at my -
*pro 1 mnnthir reports in
prompt.r wnon ni.-.nth has closed.
Annie teacher' hays this.
Rentenitest the meet, ter eti Natertief
IIIJO. 0420ii Onset rt, At, in the 1115PU
OM Of the Uttle*PellY Allettetallith, al 11
fOr she WWI* S0110$011i and I
Wolcott fur the eolored Seaohore,
NAM Melltinm,
Co. Supt.
that the salary
moutbe will be
A e.irdcd
Highest flenere Wofid'S PSI*
D
PERFECT MADE.
A "ere '.ape Comm a Tartar Powder Fre,
AsoMonth, Aka') or may other 'dukes' arik,
dkii _MB STAMPAilik._
he was sr
ey Some Short Stories About Notes Interesting to Tillers
Sundry Affairs. of the-Soil.
HE DECLINES TO TALK. OVER A SCALDING TUB.
it is C aimed He Is tbe Man Who Entered the
Suites Residence.
Charles McDaniel was arrested Tuee
night by officer Layne on a warrant
charging him with • house-breaking.
Owing to the promiuence.of the young
man's family and his personal populari-
ty, the arrest has enticed a great sensa-
tion.
_New Eel. readers will remember
thet.before day on the morning of the
17th of November, the residence of Wil-
dem 8. Bottles, on Ninth street, between
Virginia cud Clay, was entered. About
8 eA) o clock Mrs. Mollie Summers heard
some on moving about in her room.
Sue thought the person was her sister.
out after asking several times/ what was
wauted and receiving no reply,- she
opened her eyes and Saw a man stand-
ing between her and the window. She
screarued and her sister, Miss Lena
Lacy, who was in an adjoining room,
ran to Moe Summers' assistance. The
itermier slipped from the ‘N iIltiOW to
h.. not of the lock pereh ill.. see-end.
.1 etcleer.
A fee MID tat 8 b.-ewe Mrs. zeeil in. re
tound the man in her room, Mre, teethe
was awakened by hearing steps on the
suelviug roof of the back porch. She
moused her husband and told him of the
noise she had heard. He wits inclined
to believe that the noise was caused bye
horse walking in the yard, but at Mrs
Kettles request he arose and got his pis-
tol. Just then tie heard Mrs. Summers'
cries. He ran to the back window of
his room and saw the man jump to the
ground. While he was going acmes
the back yard tdr. Boales shot five times
at him. The house-breaker did not take
anything from the house.
Next morning the mutter was report-
ed to the police. Chief Fritz took
charge of the case. A bottle of quinine
and a pipe were found in the rear yard
of the residence. With these articles
as clews, Capt. Fritz thoroughly inves-
tigated the affair.
He found that that the owner of this
pipe and bottle was Mr. McDaniel.
A warrant was iestied eharg-
ing Mr. McDaniel with house-breaking.
He was released from custody. having
executed bond for $2.50. His examining
trial is set for the 16th test.
A Netw ERA reporter found Mr. Mc-
Daniel at his place of business Wed.
morning. He declined to be interview-
ed about the matter and referred the
newspaper mau to his attorney, Mr.
John Feland, jr.
"We have nothing to say at present,"
said Mr. Feland.
• The Whole Story
Of the great sales attained and great
cures accomplished by Hood's Sarsa-
parilla is quickly told. It purifies and
enriches the blood, tones the stomach
and gives strength and vigor. Disease
cannot elites the system fortified by the
rich, red blood whice conies by .eaking
Hood's Sarsapariils.
Hood's Pills cure nausea, sick head-
ache, indigestion, biliousness. All
druggists. 25c.
Cut prices on Xmas goods of all kinds
at Hard wick's,
Don't buy your Xmas presents until
you get special cut pieces at Hardwick's.
Physicians, Attention'.
All Christian county physicians are
invited and urged to attend an impor-
tant meeting to be held at 10:30 o'clock
a. m., Dec. 14th, at the office of Dn.
Blakey and Eager.
-.to- •
Amputation Wecess•ry.
The twelve-year-old daughter of
Charles Brusher, of Kelly Station, fell
while playing and broke one of her legs
in such a manner that amputation was
necessary to save her life.
h4, 21.
At the semi-annual meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Crescent Mill-
ing Co., a dividend of Four (431, ) per
cent. was declared out of the net earn
ings for six months ending Nov. 80th
and payable Jan. I.
K Yost,
ddtwilt SW? * Tram
-.es • - -
Death at humph filiett.
Mr Joseph 0: Niliott, a orotilor of
ouit, %hawse NIlitill,
died yesterdayitt Now trtirk: Ha gas
WIN ID Mualgolosey *011$171 Tenn,
and had been in New Yak about
twenty-Ave years He was engaged' in
the tobacco business.
A PROSPEROUS YEAR,
Most Successful In Hop
kinsville's History.
THE LOCAL MARKET.
Year Drawing to I Close Will Prove Sy Lon
Odds the lest.
Reports received by Inspector Smith-
eon and the warehousemen of this city
rom the different sections of the Hop-
kineville tobacco growing district show
that t e year that is drawing to a close
is destined to prove by all odds the most
prosperous and successful in the history
.tf this market. In receipts and sales
'specially have the figures gone beyond
the most sanguine expectations, show-
rug increase in these re-
spects as well as in all other branches of
the business. A large percentage of the
new crop has already been prized and
gotten in order for delivery, but the
planters are holding most of it, especial-
ly of the Auer grades, for the expected
advance in prices after the Christmas
liplidays. The question of growing a
crop next year, which has been for some
time agitating the planters of this and
other Kentucky districts, has not yet
been settled, and the consequence is
that this uncertainty has had a demor-
alizing effect on the market recently.
The local brokers report business brisk
in their line. Large orders are con-
stantly being received from their East-
ern and foreign patrons, who desire on-
ly the finer brands of the weed.
The monthly report of D. F. Smith-
son, Inspector for the Hopkinsville mar.
ket, shows the receipts for November to
be 160 hhds., as against 50 hhds. for the
same time last year; receipts for the
year. 21,205 hhds., as against 13,92.5
blids, last year; gales for past month,
909 hhds., as against 233 hhds. last year;
sales for the year, 18,4e4 hhds., as
against 13,692 hhds. laid year; shire
mente for the past month, 1,02.3 hhds.,
as against 44e hhd.e, last year; ship-
ments for the year, 16,202 hhds., as
against 12,431 hhds, last year; stock on
sale, 2,226 hhds., as against 215 hhdes
last year; stock, 1,743 hhds., 18 against
1,075 hhds. last year; stock on hand, 3,-
069 hhda., as against 1,200 hhds. laid
year.
-as • .1.11.• -
Holiday goods at Hardwick's.
-
Will Serve Dinner.
The Methodist ladies will serve an el-
egant dinner Friday and Saturday of
this week itt glen's old stand, opposite
the oceirt-titelse. Only 24 cents Will be
:hal-v.-it If you want a splendid dinner
, to get it cheap and at the name
time contribute to a good came.
dee wit
TlItZ MODERN MOTHER
HIM found that her little ones are im•
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is mere acceptable ti, them.
Children enjoy it aim It fit.* it,, in
The true remedy. 14yrup et Fees Ii
ruanufactur,.. by tile U.slitor g
Syrup Compally only
The 11, et preseriptioaist in the South
/lard e. u a 4.
114,
41t,
 wesamew-
n
through
Every article that's washed with
Clairette Soap cotpcs through
the wringet as clean as e baby's
skin after a bath-and as white.
If you want a pure soap that will
take all the dirt sod the dingy yd.
low look out of the clothes, ask for
CLAIRETTE
Soap
5 cents a cue e eoid everywhere.
Made only by
ma N. K. FAIRBARK CONIPA/P,
$t.
Prominent Young Farmer. In Selt-Detense
Fires Two Bails Into Colored Nun.
To save himself from great bodily
harm, from death probably, Mr. Clifton
Garrott, a prominent young farmer of
Q---' • tine, shot two negroes Wed-
nesday night. The injured men are:
Tom Leavxu., colored, shot in the
stomach. Believed to be fatally wound-
ed.
REUBEN LEAVELL, father of Tore.
Shot in the right shoulder. Painfully
hurt.
Mr. Garrott is suffering considerably
from the effete of blows r eeived on the
head.
After eating supper Wed. night Mr.
Garrott, of Longview, accompanied by
two darkies who worked on his place,
went to the dwelling of Reuben Leavell,
an old colored man who lives near Sa-
lem ehureh, for the purpose of getting a
...aiding tub. This tub is the property
of Mr. Ennotet Field, who authorized
Mr. Garrott to take it That afternoon
Mr Garrott had sent two of his hands
for it, but Leavell declined to let it go.
When the young man asked for the
tub Leavell, who met the men at the
gate, refused to give it up. After ar-
guiug the matter a short time Mr. Gar-
rott, deciding to waste no more time on
the negro, attempted to drive his wagon
into the farm yard.
Old Leavell and his three sons, all
fall-growp and strong, interfered with'
Mr. Garrott and one of them pulled him
from the wagon. It is said they cursed
the farmer and threatened to kill him.
Tom Leavell, a son of Reuben, jumped
on him and began showering terrific
blows in the white man's face. Then
all of the negroes aSsanited him. Mr.
Garrott succeeded in drawing a pistol
from his pocket. He need and the ball
struck Tom Leavell, who fell to the
ground, writhing in pain.
This infuriated the pther negroes.One
of them struck Mr. Garrott on the back
of the head with a heavy stick, kuock-
ing him down. They piled on him and
Peat and kicked him.
He nosily succeed in jerking free his
hand which held a pistol and again
pulled the trigger. This time old Leavell
was hit in the right shoulder. Then
there was another scuffle in which the
pistol was again discharged.
Mr. Garrott, after a hard struggle got
on his feet and, not wishing to kill any
of the negroes, started running, close-
ly followed by the two nninjured broth-
ers. After a long run, he succeeded in
distancirg them and made his escape
in safety.
He immediately give himself up to
'Squire Tom Barker, and was released
from custody on a bond of $1,000. All
his neighbors gladly consented to act as
his securities, and his bond could have
been filled with signatures of well.
known citizens. Mr. fierrotes trial is
set for the 2.3nd.
Tom Leaven is probably fatally hurt
(Jul Reuben'. wound is serious, but he
will recover with prop-o attention.
No just blame, it is said by everybody
familiar with the facts, can be attached
to the shooting, as it was clearly done in
*elf defense.
When weer begins So netted repair in
your body you are going to fall sick.
The signs of it are : lose of flesh, pale.
tiesil, weakness, tiorvousness, etc. The
repair needed is food. You think you
eat enough, and yet you feel that you
wear out more tissue, energy, nerve-
force, than your fixd makes for you.
The difficulty in that you do i.ot digest
enough. And this is so serious it in
worth sitting down seriously to think
about. If you can't digest what you
eat, take a few doses of Shaker Diges-
tive Cordial. The effect of it will be to
increase your flesh and make you feel
stronger. Yon won't fall sick. Proof
that it is in control of your repair ap-
paratus. T ke a few bottles of Shaker
Digestive Cordial.
Sold by druggist at ten cent* to one
dollar per bottle.
Mr. Maesis Dead.
Mr. W. M. Massie, a prominent citi-
a -in of the 13aker's Mill vicinity, died
Tuesday of old age. He is eighty•
four years old. He leaves a large fami•
ly. Yesterday the remains were buried
at Trenton. Fun-ral services were held
at the Christian church, conducted by
Elder Ligon.
I have the finest watch workman in
the South. Let rue have your work.
R. C. Hardwick,
NAT FKIfiS IN V ARIEE1
1
"ISP CITY CHATTER.
Ct.
Breezy Bits o.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
&snip whir" from various / The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
• Mew Era Readers. Correctly Reported.
Sources to.
•••••••=1.,
'id- Me. &oho
Mov-Es
S. Long removed his faint 
l7from Em-
pire to a farm near this et, He 
has
secured the Roberts farm Sox. 
th of the
city near the Clarksville pike. He will
permanently locate there.
t'(
AFTER Tr.-Mr, M. B. Brown, of
Crofton, was in the city yesterday
He is an applicant for the poetma.ster-
ship of Crofton and thinks he'll get the
place. It is said that J. T. Ezell will
also apply. Both have many friends.
t t
MARRIED.-Mr. John W. Cowan and
Mrs. Sarah F. Clam both of the Fruit
Hill vicinity, were joined in wedlock
Wed. by Rev. John W. Smithson, a
Methodist minister. Both of the con-
tractiug persons had been previously
married.
t
SWINE.-The Kentucky Swine Breed-
en concluded their annual session yes-
terday. The Expert Committee on
Seoring for next year was appointed as
follows: Adair F. May and Wilbur S.
Johnson. of Indiana, and R.21., Smith,
of Shelbyville, T. E. Elgin, of Hop.
kinsvillo, was appointed to select the
hogs to be scored at the next meeting to
be held in April at Bowling Green
Caldwell Norton was aPPoteted to Pre,
pare the programa, select subjects and
assign the speakers.
t + +
BRYAN'S LETTEKS.-Mr. Bryan has
given out the following:
"I hope those who have written me
since the electiop will not be impatient
if they do not receive an answer prompt-
ly. have four persons assisting with
my correspondence, but we are consid-
erably behind. The mail exceeded 2,600
letters per day for awhile after the elec-
tion, and even now I could not answer
the letters as fast as they arrive if I
could spend every hour of the day at
the work. Other work prevents me
giving my whole time to teirrespon,
deuce: .
"I shall do the best I can to answer
all letters as soon as possible after re-
ceipt, and I hope the friends will par-
don the delay."
its
Tire FIFTH. -Judge White is the fifth
jurist who has represented the First
Appellate district within three years.
The others were gaswell pennett, of
Smithlaud ; Ike Quigley, of Paducah;
John R. Grace, of Cecile, and J. I
Landes, of Hopkinaville.
+ +
DECEMBER AND MAY -Isaac Gafford,
a Lafayette business man, aged sixty
years, and Miss Fannie Ezell, aged
seventeen, were married last evening.
+++
Box SUPPER.-There will be a box
supper at McGinnis' school on the But-
ler road on the night of Dec. 19. Every.
body is invitee to attend, and assured
of a good time,
+ + +
AN AFPL1CANT.-The friends of Mew
Katie McDaniel, the popular and effi-
cient Superintendent of Countytichools,
claim that she will be an applicant for
postmaster of liopkinsville. She has
hundreds of friends who would be glad
for her to get anything she wants.
PERSONAL POINTS.
Mr. Tom King, of Church Hill, was in
the city to-day.
Mr. Willie Wilton, of Gracey, spent
last Friday ip the city.
Prof. W. E. Gray, of Crofton, was in
tie .city Saturday.
Mrs John Y. Owsley came in from
' Rivereide" to stipp Saturday.
Prof. E. C. Coburn, ..8quedunc," of
Todd county, is in town.
Miss Jennie Ilan' will 'petal the
winter with her sister, Mrs. Phil Hutt-
man.
Mlii Oorrie Wallace, of New York
City, is the giant of her sister, Mrs.
Walter Garnett,
Mrs. Lucy Moseley, who has been vis-
iting her daughter Mrs. G. H. Southall,
of Hopkineville, for the past two months
has returned to her home near here.-
Gut brie Vidette.
CVO- and Mrs. C. D. Bell, of Bell,
were in the city Monday.
Mrs. Tom Jameson, of Pembroke, was
shopping in the city Monday.
Mrs. Laura Bagwell, of Allensville,
who has been visiting her parents on
SouthMaiotit. for several days,returned
home this rqornieg.
For a nice Christmas present go to
Jno. Kitchen's fun i itnre store. dbtwit
Pianos and organs at reduced prices
for the next thirty days on easy month-
ly payments.- GEO. H. SMITH.
Phone 81-4 d tf
Beautiful always and the nicest
Christmas present you can make is the
beautiful Wave Crest Ware at Hopper
Bros. Go and see it.
To Rent-A dieirable home, apply at
this office. eel if
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Porn). Elegant lunch
In Milk. Qt. can, 10c.
Tor billiotumess, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Lite* Pills. WI per
bet at ittoiros
Neuralgia Is the iirayot of the Miles
for pure Wind 'total's Plarettparilla Is
the thia Tram ninon Patina', Anti nom,
The ',Waal lice ut novelties suitable
tor IThrisnuas presents evil brought to
Hopkinaville at Kitchen's furniture
store. d5tw 1 t
YOUNG
W IVE
We Otter You .1, Remedy we're Insures
ZAFETY to LIFE of Both
Mother sad Child
Hold on a Minute!
If you are thinking of buying a watch,
a diamond, or anything else in the jew-
elry line for holiday presents, and want
It to be exactly as represented and to be
worth what you pay for it, "KELLY'S"
the old reliable jeweler, is the place to
get it.
Diamond rings as low as $3.50, and in
sets as high as $300. Watches, $2.50 to
$175.
I have determined to close out all of
Dr. T. G. Yates stock of jewelry,
watches, clocks, spectacles, &c., at
what they will sell foteregaitilees of
cost. Give me a look befAre you bey.
I will make the price to-suit you,
R. 0. Herd,w ick
PREFERIMD LOCALS.
Just Received.
Handsome line of pipes, just the
thing for Christmas presents. This is a
drummer's sample line, no two alike.
Fren. h Brier root, gold tipped, with
genni e Amber mouth piece, worth
$5 am , elling for $8 50; $4 pipes $2 50,1
al pipes for $1.75. Nice pipes fox $1.24.
$1.00, The, 50c. Also a nice line for
10c, 15c and 480. Jomm Worrrtn.
415*15.
LITE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards,
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 9.
-Cattle.
-The
supply of cattle to
-day was light and of
poor quality. All kinds mold freely at
Monday's closing prices, and the pens
were emptied by the close. Demand
favored the better grades.
Calves 
-The calf market was quiet
and unchanged to
-day. The light run
was all sold.
Extra shipping 
Light shipping 
Hest butchers  
Fair to good butcheri 
Common to medium butchers  
Thin, rough steers, poor CORS
and scalawags .,,,
Good to extra oxen 
Common to medium Oxen
Feeders
Stockers
Hulls
Veal calves
Choice mulch cows 
  25
Fair to good mulch cows
2i:
1
' 2
1 50
atom 3 50
24)54275
2 SO
325
200
4 50
00
15 scSS01s
Hogs.-The hog market WKS active to-
day. under light receipts and favorable
reports. Prices improved Sc over yes-
terday's close, all good stock selling at
$3 25. Heavies and lights were in
greatest demand, the demand for me-
dinms being somewhat scant. Clear-
anoe was good.
Choice packing and butchers, tiO8011M.
Fair to good packing, to San 11)
(jood to extra light, lento DOM
Fat shoats, IM to 15u is . ..... .
Fat shoats, 100 to 120 It 
Sough*, 150 to 40) lb 
Stockers
$11
8 85
11 25
825
'25
3..42 75
2 5042 75
Sheep and Lambe-The sheep and
lamb trade was featureless and without
change in prices. Receipts were very
light and were all sold.
Good to extra shipping sheep  t2Fair to good
.. "Common to medium '   
;
2N0
.  2 00pits* laMisal  .. 3 44(58410air to good 
 litio IS
Medium botcher iambi .... , 
 2 E. XVI ( )
Tall ends or culls „ 
Buck, .. 
rint Lovisrti.LE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex,-
elusively to the New ERA by Glovereik
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales an our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,559 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 2,773 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 155,149)ihds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 148,011 hhdie
While there has been sold on our mar.
ket this week over 1200 hods. of burley
of the thee crop, there has been sold
only g hhds. of dark of the 1896 crop.
They were common and sold low. The
market for old darks has been more ani-
mated and prices better for the com-
moner grades. Good sorts are strong.
Extra long 127 inches and oven has
been scarcer and prices higher. Lugs
occupy about the same position as for
some time past.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our markek for dark tobacco 1895
crop:
Trash
Common to medium lugs. 1 00 to I 50
Dark rich lupe ex' qaa.lity 2 00 to 8-50
Common leaf ..... 3 00 to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  400 to 550
Leaf of extra length  500 to 700
Wrappery styles  700 to 10 00
Stamped Linens
Embroidery silks
NUMBER OF SEEDS.
The seeds distributed gratuitously by
the Government during the present de-
cal year weighed 230,000 tons and occu-
pied thirty mail cars in transit. The cost
of carrying them through the mails was
over 560.000. Enough seed was sent out
gratuitously to plant 116 square miles of
garden. Each Congressman received
enough to plant 10212 acres. For the
current year, at present prices, the
amount required by Congress to be ex•
pended in the purchase of seed will
m ike each Congressman's quota double
what it was last year.
KNOLINII WIIZAT.
Sir John Lewes, from his ezperimental
plats, figures the English yield of wheat
this year at an average of 851 g bushels
of 00 pounds per acre, or 7i1
more than the overawe yield of the lard
44 years reckoned in the Paine way. He
concede.) this is too high, however, and
apparently eptiniatee the average yield
of the kingdom at 33 bushels an acre, or
a fraction less, as he puts the home pro-
duce from 1,731,876 acres at rather more
than 7 Million quarters, or 56,000,000
busheb4. The mean population for the
cereal year is put at a little over 39e,
million., and the consumption, includ-
ing seed anti wheat given to live stock,
at 0 bushels a head, or nearly 240 mil-
lion bushels in all. Thus the impofte
required during the twelve menthe are
estimated at nearly 148 million bushels.
Beautiful stamped lin-
ens, in Dell, Empire,
Jewel, Buttery, Fruit
Wild Rose, Phot o-
graph and many oth-
er late designs. Also
a complete stock of
Fib o and
, Etch ng Silks...
CORN IS CHEAP.
The cheapness of corn will lead to in-
creased and even wasteful feeding. It
is worth in Nebraska and Iowa $8 to
per ton, while coal is worth $7 50 per
ton. Already school boards in thee.
States are ordering corn, instead of coa:
for heating purposes.
'1P.. V
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
powderHighest of all in leavenii../ strviiiirth --Latest United States Government Food
Report. 
•
ROYAL B&ICING Powczu Co., Mew York
41
A oream of tartar baking
A Wonderful Offer.
Never before did the NEW ERA offer
the public a better bargian than it does
to
-day.
The New ERA has made an arrange-
ment with the publishers of the cele-
brated "New Teachers' Bible," recently
published by Hugster, whereby it is en-
abled to furnish that magnificent Bible
together with the WEEKLY NEW ERA
for one year for the small sum of $2 50,
which is just about half what the Bible
alone will cost you if purchased from
a store. We are enabled to to do this
because we buy the books at wholesale.
The Bagster Bible is acknowledged to
be the finest work of the kind extant It
contains the Couoord.anoe, a dozen or
more accurate mape showing the
location of every town and country
spoken of in the Bible, noses and expla-
nations on all difficult passages writter,
by the best Bible commentators and
theologians in the world, marginal read-
ings. foot notes, in fact, it is the most
complete Bible ever printed. It is print
ed on fine paper, with new type of large
size, and is bound out and out with the
very finest of morocco and is sewed with
silk. The book can not be purchased in
any store for lees than $4.50 or 46.
Remember, that for X1.36 we furnish
you this fine Bible aud tee WZZILLY Naw
ERA far * Teat, If you have a Bible
already you can get this one as &Christ-
mas present for some friend.
Gall at this office and set the book, it
is no trouble to show it.
What They Think of The New Era's
Offer.
We have examined the Teachers'
Bible, offered by the New ERA. It is
everything claimed for it and more he-
sides. Every family in Christies coun-
ty should have one, sad as a Christmas
present there is nothing more appro-
priate. (fireened) F. M. Suess,
J. E. MCPHIRSO-N,
IRA L. Soren,
W. T. TANDY,
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to HUNTER WOOD.
Dr. T. L. Bacon is present in the of-
fice with Dr. Rodman, in Webber Bide-
V1111t11//1/MMttittiMMItttrtMtfttititttttrM
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i THE CRY 
1 Of hard times, is squarely met and fairly vanquished by the pricesat which we are now selling CLOTHING.
1 , Are all in, and embraces everything from an all wool suit,.fullgergt.,
. lined, at $4.00 to the finest imported woolens that we are offering
) :. 25% cheaper than ever before.
NEW GOODS
Underwear Neckwear, Hats,
Hosiery and Gloves, Newest and Nobblest.
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Though one-third of the manure heat tleoel
be insoluble or otherwise lost, it hat-
more value than most farmers think. It it • ee
is said that a well-fed horse of average
size will deposit seven tons of solid an I
liquid manure during& year, worth t
a cow one-half more. 0 6'V
11.*
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IT IS OF VALUE.
(1000 ORCHARD.
In order to grow a good orchard, an
well as to were the beat returns from
one already grown, it is essential that
mere or less work be done every year.
Nearly all growing trees will be the bet-
ter for a protection from rabbits in the ,
fall. This should always be given in 1'
good season, and and after a hard frost
in the fall there is danger every night,
and it is not only safest, but best. to
give protection in good sews.
MOTHERS FRIEND I am the only one'
ROBS coNFINEMEKT Or ITS PAIN,
HORROR AND DINI.ER,
Makes CHILD-BIRTH Easy.
Endorsed and recommended by physi-
cian*, midwives end those who have use.I
15. Beware of substitutes and Imitations.
' font by express or melt, on receipt of price,Si... per b•tele. Rook " MOTHEILS"
eintled tree, ennialning voluntary tailltimonlals.
carrying a complete'
line of colors in Silks,
and have the best
stock of LINENS in the
city. Call and inspect
my stock.
SOLD DT 14.1. DM/SOOTS. 
1111AMILD REGULATOR 00., Atha's. siryzE•8
E. Frankel.
50
CENT
Rattle of CUTIGUIIA RIPAL.
VHIST, smite% of humor ‘urv.,
Is often eutflotent to vonipieia
a permanent cure of the must
torturing and disfiguring of
MK. scalp, and blood humors. fijeiVs a
PPIIIrDT ('FR. Tall ATlYINI 50111 ALL flats AWD tee
*loot ROsoas - Warm bath. with Cvriceas vie
BoAl, ratio appltastions f fOilli• • /
meat., Lao vest stie curs. wed mild doses a int
CVTICOS• alb , irsatest of buns.. Iry to
Sold throughout the Werl• Ptitt, ,
itsr r sot vs* ,tirite awl 51 5.”.•
• • • .1.1 ' r . Fto ••• 10.4440
Ita," BO. k,C5111• 4i kl•tuar," inalea
One of the Few
certainties in treating disease is coun-
ter irritation-the effect, usually, of
plasters. But Jo/resoles lireeetenne
.Flaster is more than a mere excitant
of the akin; it relieves and °armies,.
by the absorption of its medicinal
properties. Hence the sureness and $
thoroughness of the relief it gives
There are other good plasters. but $
this is the best. And the beet is
what we want. The genuine bears •
Si,. Red Cross. Look for it.
JOHNSON it JOHNSON.
Mmufactarieg Glimaists, New York.
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SPECIAL
..CUT ••-•• SALE..
Christmas Trade,
BEGINNING
MONDAY, DEC. 14th.
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11- OF HEA1 ES.
- 
OR. TeeMAGE DESCRIBES THE EM-
- 
PLOYMCNTS OF THE BLEST.
Mach Ssis.‘1 Asual. Each Groat rainier.
inch Greet sorienUet Leboring the
Greet Workshop or Pazedise Grand 54Da
sinlity -The Library or the Universe.
W.1.51.11Norox.. Dec. 6. -Dr. Tat inags 's
sermon today gimp • very MO/MIDI view
of the celestial world is one of the
most unique discourses of the great
preacher. The text ite Ezekiel i, I,
"Now it came to pass in the thirtieth
year. in the feurth menitb, in the fifth
day f the mouth, as 1 was among the
captives by the river Chabot, that tbe
heavens were opened. ''
Eeeitiel, with others, had been erpa.
them& aod while in foreign slavery,
mewling on the banks of the royal
canal welch he and other serfs had leen
ceudemned to dig by the order of Nebu-
chadneame-this royal canal in idle telt
cancel the river of Chebar-the illustri-
ous exile bad visions of heaven. Indeed
it is Owen always ao-that the bright-
est virions of heaven come net to three
wbo are on End-mutate top of prosperity,
but to some Jehn on desolate Patmos.
or to mane Patti in Mamertine dungeon,
or to some standing on the
banks of a ditch he had been compelled
to digoortee to the weary, to the heart-
broken, to them whom sorrow has ban-
ished. The text is very partieuler to
give us the exact time of the vieion. It
was in the thirtieth year and in the
fourth month and in the fifth day of
the month. So you hare had visions of
'earth you Abell never forget. You re-
member the year, you remember the
month, you remember the day, you re-
member the hour. Why may we not
have some such vision now and it be
in the twelfth mouth and in sixth day
of the month?
'Whoa Are Thew Doing,
The question is often silently asked,
though perhaps never audibly propound-
ed, "Wbat are our departed Clingtian
friends doing now?" The question is
more easily answered than you might
perbsps suppom. Though there has
met', DO recent intelligence from the
heavenly city, and we seem dependent
upon the story of IS oenturies ago, still
I think we may from strongest infer-
ence decide what are the present wed-
potions of our transferred kinefolk. Aft-
er God has made a nature he never
eradicates the chief chmracteristic of its
temperament. You never knew a man
pit Mgmatic in teusperranteot to become
sanguine in temperament. You never
knew a man sanguine in temperament
to beeeme phlegmatic in temperament.
Conversion plates new preemies iu the
soul, but Pent and John are just as dif-
ferent from esch other after conversion
as they were different from each other
before oenvessioa. If conversion does
not eradicate the prominent character-
tattee of temperategne neither will
death eradicate shed_ Paul and John
are as different from each other in
leaven as they were differeqe from each
other in Asia Minor.
Yon have, then, only ne a sum in /nib-
treetion and a sum in addition to de-
eels what are tee employee-nut of your
friends in the better world.
on are to subtract from them all
earthly greatness and add all earthly
goodnees, and tben yeti are tn collie tp
the conclusion that they are doing now
in heaven wbat in their best moment
they did on earth. The reason why so
many people never Mart for heaven is
because tbey could not Hand it if they
got tbere it ie 'Misted turu out to be the
rigid and formal place some people pho-
tograph it. Wo like to come to church,
tat we would not want to stay bum till
next /rammer. We like to hear the
"Halleluiah Chorua." bint we would
not want to hear it all the time for 50
canaries. It might be ou SOInft great
occasion it would be poenibly comfort-
eble to wear a crown of goad weighing
several pounds. but it would be an af-
fliction to wear such &crown forever. In
other words, we ren the descriptione of
heaven into the ground while we make
that which was intended as especial
and esdebrative to be the exclusive em-
ployment In heaven. You might as
well, if inked to describe the habits of
American society, describe a Decoration
day or a Paull of July or an autumnal
Tbanksgiving, as theugh it were all the
time that way.
The DI/Urea% EmPlorniallts•
MR not going to speeulate In rived
to the future World, but mule. he In.
Imitable laws of tufervemet end 'Minuend'
and eentradin ahem ontaltitle that 111
beeveti we Will too jest as differetit trims
starlit hiter we Ate CHW different, slid
hew thel there will he at jraas se
missy employnieuta tea en.
hurtle! world MI lbe re are employments
here. Chrtst Is to be the great levee, she
greut joy, the reat rapture, the great
wa-shigr of heaven, but will that abol-
ish employments? No more than love
on earth-paternal, fi:ial, fraternal,
coeingal loses-alieluiries earthly occupa-
tion.
In the flrst place. I remark that all
those of our departed Christian friends
who on earth found great jcy in the
fine arts are now indulging their tastes
In the mine direction. Ou earth they
had their gladdert pleasures amid pie-
tures'and etatuary and in the study of
the laws of light and shade aud per-
epective. Have you any idea that that
affluence of faculty at death collapsed
and perisbed? Why so, when there is
more for them to look at and they have
keeper appreetation of the beautiful
and they stand amid the very looms
where the sunsets and the rainbows and
the: spring morning+ are woven? Are
you so obtuse m tie supporte, because
tke painter drops hi• easel and the
sculptor his chisel and the engraver
his knife, that therefore that tette
which he was enlarging and intensify,-
tug for 40 or 50 year. is entirely oblit-
erated? Theee artists or these frieeffis
of art on earth worked in eoarse mate-
rial and with imperfect brain and witla
frail hand. Now they have carried their
art into larger tlberties and into wider
cireensfereeca They are at their old
Internees yet, but without the firtigues,
without tbe limitation's, without the
hindrances of the terrestrial studio.
Raphael could improve upon tSs mu-
tate/tee° of "Michael the Aelbatigel,"
now that he has seen him, slid coolie
improve npen his manterpiem of the
"Hely Trinity," now that he has Visit-
ed them. Michael Angelo coned better
prpscnt the "Laid Judgment" after he
had mem its flesh and beard the rum-
bline battettng hithn eV its itemises
etaeteel beeittleg,
ke,1,14 Wes, etwertal 11441
INS
hole, t4;:rainif4, _01411,14100-119 isofc• VII
and tes bright molecule mit Wailer
by tar windoig fleeted staireef the d'
IlIfft this Tune r Holman
HOW *11(i Rembrandt and Thum and
Paul yoroness, If they exercised saving
faith to thr Christ whom tbey portrayed
upon the canvas, are painting yet, but
their strength of faculty multiplied ten
ane Pritifitiite-wOlihr +Tart u retriehuentTriel
cold maguiticent chorale Bee what with
the uew goner that Jebel mentionisi, and
the varlet:is doxologies melee to. and
tbe importation of ruhlunar harmonies,
a Christian fond of music, dying, will
have an abundance of regalement.
What though the voices be gone In
death. what though the ear be fatten in
diseolution, lire you therefore to con-
clude that the germ will have DO pow-
er to make or catch sweet sounds? Can-
not the soul sing? How often we cone
plituent some exquisite siuoiug by say-
ing. "There wits so much soul ie her
musics"
Celestial Menlo.
In heaven it will be all soul until
body after awhile conies np in the
urrecticn, and then them will be
the
re's-
an
additional heaven. Cannot OA soul
hear? If it can hear, then it can hear
music. Do not therefore let it be in
your boustiecki weien siime member
leaves for hseven, age it is in memo
houriehottis, that yon ciom the piano
and ;matting the harp for two years be-
cause the flngennthat wied trs play on
thein are still. Yon must retuetuber
that they have better inatrunients
muotie here they are. You ask me,
"Do they bavo real harps aud real
trumpets and real orgiure" do pot
know. Some wisearre4 say positively
there are uo such things in heaven. I
do not know, but I /Mould tint be sur-
prised if. the God who made all the
mount:time and all the hills, and all
the foresee, and all the mimes of the
earth, and all the growths of the uni-
verse--I nhould not be su.rprised if he
model, if he had • mind to, make a few
harps and trumpets and organs. Grand
old Haydn, sick and wornont, was car-
ried for the t time into the music
ball. There he ard his oratorio of the
"Creation." istory saye that as the
orchestra came to that famous passage,
"Let there be light!" the whole audi-
ence rose and cheered, and Haydn
waved his hand toward heaveu and
said. "It comes from there1'' Over-
whelmed with his own music, he waa
carried out in his chair, and as he CA1110
to the door he spread his hand toward
the orchestra be in benediction. Haydn
Was right when he waved his hand to-
ward heaven and said, "It eomes freni
there. e Music was born in heaven, anti
it will ever have its highest throne in
heaven. and I want you to understand
that one departed friends wbo were pae-
iionetely fond of music here are now at
the headquarters of harmeny. I think
that the grand old "church tunes that
died when your grandfathers died have
gone with-them to heaven. When those
tunes died, they did not stay on earth,
and they could not have been banished
to perdition, and so I think they must
be in the corridors of alabaster aud Leb-
anon cedar.
In Bloodless nattie.
Again, I remark that those of our de-
parted Christian friends who in this
world had very strong military spirit
are noW in armies celestial And out in
bloodless battle. There are hundreds of
people born soldiers. They caunot help
it. They belong to regiments in times
of peace, They cannot bear • drum or a
fife without trying' to keep step to the
music. They are Christian, and when
they fight they fight on the right side.
Now, when them our Christian friends
who had natural and powerful military
apirit entered heaven, they entered the
celestial army. Tbe door of heaven
peervelv opens but you hear a military
tit itionstratien. David cried out, "The
chenets of God tire 20,0001" /Melte
. raw the mountains filled with celestial
cavalry. St. Jelin mute "The armies
which are lb heaven followed bim 013
Whitt' homes. '' Now, when three wbo
had the military spirit on earth saucti•
fied entered glory, I suppore they right
away enlisted iu some heaveuly cane
paign. They volunteered right away.
There must qeeds be in heaven /soldiers
with a soldierly Spirit. There are grand
parade day% when the King reviews the
troops. There must be armed eseoet
sent out to bring up from earth to
heaven these who were more than con-
queror*. There must be crusades ever
being fitted out for memo part of God',
dominion-battles. bloodless, ;meanies%
painleas--angeli of evil to be fought
down and fpugbt out, other rebellious
worlds to be conquered, worlds to be
put to tbe tort*, worlds to be saved,
worlde to be sunk, worlds to be hoist-
ed. Besides that, in our own world there
are battlea for the right and against the
wrouq where we must have the heaven-
ly military. That is what keeps t•
Christian refortnere so bunyant. ho few
good men against so many bad mem so
few churches ageing% so many grog•
shrivel io ninny pure erlfitItes fitrtsfier
11$Plitilli 00 many polluted printing press,
• Ithdpf. Ws lett 4tioput1004.. weitiew, whir. WO k 110W Yra
Willi' Of evil in the Wftriii. AN larger
in nanibers then the army Of truth,
there am oelestial cohorts In the art
Aghting on our side.
I have not so much faith in the army
on the ground as I have in the army in
the air. 0 Ood, open otir eyed that
we.may see them-the military spirits
that went up from earth to loin tbe
military spirits before the throne-Josh-
na and Celeb and Gideon and David
and Samson and the hundreds of Chris•
tian warriors who on earth fought with
fleshly arm, aud now, having gone up
on high, are coming down the hilly of
heaven ready to fight among the invtsi-
bles. Our departed Christian friends
who had the military apirit in theca
sanctified aro in the celestial army.
Whether belenging to the artillery, or
the cavalry, or the infantry, I know not.
I only know that they have started out
for fleet service and coutagenus serrioe
and everlasting service. Perhaps they
may come this way to fight on our side
aud drive sin mud meanness aud ratan
from n11 our hearts. Yonder they aro
coming, coming. Did you hear them ea
alley swept by?
Ereatinating Metaphysics.
But what are our mathematioal
friends to do in the next world? They
found their joy and delight in mathe-
matics. There was more poetry to them
in Duclid than in John Milton. They
were as paaaionately fond of mathemate
ics as Plato, who wrote over his door,
"lest no one enter here who is not ac-
quainted with geometry." What are
they tieing now? They are busy with
flguree yet. No place in all the univeree
like heaven for figures. Numbers infi-
nite, diva/mem infinite, calculatenia in-
finite; it they want them, antbuiettes
and algebran geometries and trig.
onemetries for all eternity. What Meth
of imam to be wormy. il! What magni-
tude. ttinnetontel What dianietets, what
elrenniferemses, what triangle% whist
glisten, loe% what epleyeloido, What
paten/dot/time, whet Melte estelltetel
The delitetet ibvk ito
th.:.ignt ties, the 10 141.0111
111401f 4140/1t1 *4 Orel, terie %Mt the Men-
et nottrietee ef tHeilietterilie. ail in lam
taanoteryon arid tratiotintieit pe•tithilyni-
Claus. Whet are they dewy new: et iely-
ing the human wind, only teeter better
eircutuatances tluin they used to study
it. They used te study tee mead sheath-
ed iu the human body. Now, the
'mire unehenthed-uow they are etudy-
.
thousandfold. Their head has forgotten nig the sword outside the scabbard.
its cunning, but the spirit has faculties Have you any doubt about what Sir
as far superior to four fingers and a ilan"1"/1 s d"ipg hPaverk'
thumb as the supernatural is auperior or what Junathith Edwards is dicing iu
to the hereto,. The o.,fteot, thm heaveueor the multitudes on earth who
took away their eye and their hand and had it paseion for metaphysics mectified
their brain wile that he might give them by the gram of God? Nu difficulty in
something more limber, more wieldy, gu"sing. Metaphysiam, glorious melee
more skillful, more multipliant. Do physics, everlasting metaphysies.
not therefere he...melancholy among
the tapestries, and the bric-a-brac, and
the embroMeriem, and the water color+,
sauitehe svcrks of art which your de.
parted friends tided to admire. Do not
Say. *I am so (gory they had to Neve
all these things." Rather say, "I am
glad they have gone up to higher artis-
tic opportunity and appreciation." Oar
Meads who found en much joy in the
tine arts on earth are new luxuriating
in Louvree and Luxemtmurgs celestial.
. I remark again that all our departed
Christian frienda weo in thia world
were, paenionately fond of music are
still regaleng that taste in the world
eelestial. The Bible says so much about
tbe music of heaven that it eannet all
be flgurative. Why all this talk about
halkelninhs, and choirs on the glass
and trumpets and harm; and /watering
and organ«? The Bible over and over
again speaks of the songs of heaven. If
heaven bad no songs of its own, a vast
number of three on earth would have
been taken up by the earthly emigrants.
Surely the Ohristian at death Mee not
Jose his memory. Then there must be
millions of souls in heaveuewho know
"Coronation" and "Antioeh" and
Monne Pitsgo.h" and "Old Hundred."
The bads, of tbe eternal oreiretra need
gaily ones tap hie baton, and all heaven
will tie residy foe the halleluiah. If
What aro our departed Christian
friends weo are explorers doing now?
Explorieg yet, but with lightning lo-
comotion, with vision microscopic and
teleecopto at tho same time. A conti-
nent at a glance, a world in second,
a planetary system in a day. Christiau
John Franklin, no more in dieabled Ere-
bus pushing toward the north teem
Christian de Long, no more trying to
free blockaded Jeanuette from the ice;
Cbristian Livingstone, no more amid
African malarias, trying to make reve-
latien uf a dark contiuent, but all of
then' in the twinkling of .an eye taking
in that which was mien unapproachable.
Mont Bland Pealed witheut alpenstoeb,
the coral depths of the ooean explored
without a diving bell, the mountains
unbarred and Opened without Sir Hum-
phrey Davy'is safety lamp.
Tbe Library of tire Universe.
' What are our departed frienrin who
musio come to listen to hie yoke.found tbeir4hief. joy in study doing , Lv. Hopkineville 5 :20 a. m. 2:53 p.rnThose who were mathematicians oome I Ar. Paducah 12 :00 noon 5 :50 p.m
now? Studying yeet but. instead of a to count the years of his reign. Those Ar. Memphis 6:40 p.m. 7:10 a.mfew thoneend volumes on a few shelves,
who wero eelereni come to (llacover Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. m. 7:30 pen
ail the 114,1=f:freer the universe open
before thern orinthologin, the height anil tho depth an4 th
e I Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. m.
e length and breadth of his love. ThorielAr. Cincinnati 6 :40 a. m
c°136""gionn a:ntx°w, who had the military spirit in heaven I Close connections made at Princeton
iteeende- neemeeeneeeei einYenn J4rs'ir come te leek at the Captuin of their
voltaic piles or electric batteries, stand- , with through solid vestibule trains, car-
salvation. The astronomer-scone/ toter* ' eying-ing as they (10 figierto face with the facts Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
at • t he Seaming Star. 'the men of the '
of the univeree. 1 to kink I hi he le
 the rree reelining chair care
Whet are tee histortane dring newt -aw. cm"- '111 w B- F. MItenent M. Sherwood,
W5iibile4 -fifer • Tilffilrgillkeknii.
All different and different forever in
many respects, yet ull alike in admira-
tion for Christ, in wership for Christ,
and all alike in joining in the doxology,
"Unto him who washed us from our
sins in his own blood anti made us kings
and prieme unto God, to him be glory°
in the church throughout all ages, world
without end." Amen.
To show yuu that your departed
trends are more alive than they ever
were, to make you homesick for heav-
en, to give you an enlarged view of
the gloricieto be revealed. I have preach-
ed this sermon.
-
det"wn; ecluotsilh"i oanas
bring only a nega•
tive sort of comfort
to the woman who
is suffering with
some disease or del
rangernent thi
organs d ist i n ctly
feminine. Some
clothes and some
',esteem make the
pain ant diacomfort
• will ever completely
Seem less. Nothing
relieve but a radical
mow The effects of etch disorders are riot
limited to mere local dirmorufoos hut ea..
tend over tbe whole hody. Perhaps the
nente are meet affected, nn4 this in tmm
disturbs the digestion. After that there is
no telling what form the trouble may take.
With irritable nerves and poor digestion, a
evomen is on the straight road tio the rare
Women are notoriously negligent in mat-
ters pertaining to their health. Too many
of them tindenitand too little shout their
own physical make-up. They do not un-
derstand' their possibilities' or their limita-
tions, and they do not know enough about
themselves to know when a symptom is
rents, serious and when it is not. This nat-
urally makes them overlook the plainest
of danger signals. The start of everything
is simple. The start of so.callet " female
complaints" may be a very slight thing in-
deed. It may be that in the beginning
some small hygienic Illeivtlites would stop
the trouble. Certainly at this time, n little
bit of the right medicine would stop it.
When the trouble becomes worse, it is
hardor to cure, but still it can be cured.
Dr Pierces Favorite Prescriptios will post.
Lively cure any trouble of this character.
It may be absolutely relied upon. It affords
immediate and lasting relief to a woman
whose natural modesty has kept her from
consulting physicians.
The whole story of the "Favorite 'pre-
scription,- and what it haft done for thou-
san•.s of women Is teld in Dr. Floret's
Common Sense medical Adviser. This
is a reel page book, profueely illustrated,
written in 1.1ain language for the use of
even- day people, and gives in a clear and
lucid way an immenee amount of valuable
information about health and medicine. It
will be 'tent fret on receipt of ri one-eeni
stamps to cover cost of mailing cody
Addle-ea, Worers Thspensary Medics!
Association, Buffalo, N. V.
A Never-die.
The "lifc-Litne" of Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup will never draw to a close.
leheu a mother once uses it, she con-
tinues its use right along ; because, she
found, for cluing cough, cold, croup and
whooping-cough Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup
unequalled by any other similar med-
icine. "I have used Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup, for ten or fifteen years in the
family, for coughs and throat troubles
caused by colds, and have found no
superior article." Mrs. I). T. Clarke,
163 Congress St., Cleveland, 0. Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup can be had every-
where for 25 cents. Dealers will say
they have something else "just as
good or better," because they want to
make more profit. Don't be "taken
In." Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup Is the Best.
•0. V. Ry. Time Table.
'Corrected bitty 3 1896'
110ent ROUND.
No, 1 daily No. 8 daily
Lv. Evanaville 6:15 a. m 4:20 p.
5:08 "Lv. Henderson 7:0'2 "
65 2'84 •'"-'
Lv. Corydon 711/23 "
Ly. elorganfield 7 :65 "
Lv. DeKoven 89 :271
7:35 "Lv. Marion
5:10 "Le. Princeton 10:21 "
eery. Liopkinsville 11:30 noon 9:60 p. m
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
Lv. Hopkinseille 5:20 a. m. 2:53 p. m.
Princeton 6 :37 "
LT. Mitrifill 7 :81 " 
arritie:1:871vvee
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 "
Lv. Morganfield 9:02 " 7 :12 '•
Le. Corydon 9:80 "
Lv. Henderson 9:52 " :0471
Arv. Evansville 10:40 "
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
?mein town',
Le, Morganfleld it :10 a. in, ?ill% p, ni
Are, Uulotituvrtt 9 Ida a, el, I i40 p. hi
Retettl WAD,
utilfettOWn f tiff, a, Pi, 118 p,
Are. Morghtilleld AO a, us, A p, to,
to. rytnticoe-to'411), Plelltilet ',RAMC
7 :18 a. rn, daily,
Arv. 1010 *. daily,
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. iu. daily.
Are. Princeton 7 :16 p. m.
B. F. Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.
Evansville, Ind.
111188-LIN011v
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
A gents fur the....
Old Mutual Benefit Life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.
Loans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....
Office on West side North Main, near
Court-house, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Callis & Wallace.
FERD SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
C1111.• All troubles of the
sad Throat.
CATARRH, HEADACHE,
NEURALGIA, LaGRIPPE,
WILL CURE '.°". Firqun-li•latloh "WA
sonnoug, smidltitr, coughing.
11E.AliAl HE. Con-
ti rt Ie. effects
(TPA?.
ENDORSED ^ 7the
A 
hIgheri MPH, al su•
thorales of EUFOINI
•. .,,COLIN,,Bore Throat
ant America for
Arty lever, Brom
• ',hit's. ORIPP11,
'rho in.mt Iterreehlug
Mid Healthful aid to
THIADACIIS Suffer•
ere. Bring& !Heim to the ffirseless. Cures Insomnia
and Nervous Prostration. tion't be fooled with worthies,
Tak• only CUSHMAN'S. e. 50o.
at all liniggiets, or mailed fine. AUENTS WANTED.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM ''''Auc"it °noel' •
tot more of Belt Rheum, Old Borst& Cuta.Woundo
Burns, Frostbites. Excel, all other r-atellere for250 at Dromitletr Ise& int Menthol
fra. Addrew, Cushmein Drug Co., Vln.
Cannes, Ind.. is4 DEA 1110•111 ST- Chicitivo. Illb
emgememeeeee. 
.
bu the • nil -6167fiRTE-161151.6
millennium", before 'Xenophon or He-
roilotur or Moline or Adam was born.
Histery of ontinworld. history of all
worlde What are our departed astrono-
mers doing? Studying astromeny yet,
but not through the dull lens. of eerth-
ly observatory, but with one stroke of
wing going right out to Jupiter and
Mars and Mercury and Saturu and
Orion and the • Pleiatlea, overtaking
arid passing the swiftest comet in their
flight. Herschel died &Christian. Have
pea auy doubt about what Herschel is
Meng? Isaac Newton died a Christian.
Have you any doubt about what Isaac
Newton is doing? Joseph Henry died a
Christian. Have you any doubt about
what Joseph Henry is doing? They were
discussion, all these astrenerners of
earth, about what the itumra borealis
was, and none of them could guess.
They know now ; they have becu out
there to we for thenoreves.
What are our departed Christian
chemists doing? Following out their
own science, following out mid f011Ow•
Ing out ftirevet. Bine* they- eke they
have mutant 10,000 questions which ens-
iled the earthly laboratory. Tien stead
on the other nide of tem thin wall of
elactrieity-ths thin wall that gonna to
divide the physical from the gpiritual
world; the thin wall of electricity, so
thin the wall that ever and anon it
seems to be almost beoken through-
broken through from one side by tele-
phonic and telegraphic apparatus, bro-
ken through from the other side by
strange influences whieh men in tbeir
ignorance call spiritualistic' manifesta-
tions. All that matter cleared np. They
laughing at us m older brothers will
laugh at inexperienced brothers, as they
see Us with contracted brow experiment-
ing and experimenting, only wishing
they could show us the way to open all
the mysteries. Agassiz, mending amid
his student explorers down in Braail,
coming acrow some great novelty in the
rocks, taking off him hat and saying:
"Gentlemen, let um pray. We must have
divine illumination. We waht wisdom
from the Creator to study these rocks.
He wade them. Let us pray." Agassiz
going right on with his studies forever
and forever.
TA. Mee of the Law.
- Bat what are tho men of the law
who in this world found their chief joy
in the legal profeardon, what are they
doing now? Studying law in a universe
where everything is controlled by law
from the flight of humming [Aril to
flight of World-law, not dry and lend
and drudging, but righteous and mag-
nifioent law, before which man and
cherub and seraph and archangel and
God himself bow. The chain of law
long enough to wine, around the im-
noel/titles end infinity and *ternity.
Chain of laW. What a place to study
law, where ell the links of the chain
are in the hand.
ityhat are our departed Christian
friepds who in this world had their joy
ie the healing art doing now? Busy at
their old business. No sickoese in heav-
en, but plenty of sickness on earth,
plenty of wounds in the different parts
of God's dominion lb be healed and to
be medicated. Thom glorified souls
wining down, not in lazy doctor's gig,
but with lightning loeoruotilote Yon
cannot understand why that patient got
well after all the skillful doctors had
said he must die. Perhaps Abercrombie
touched him-Abercrombie, who, after
many years' doctoring the bodies and
the monis of people iu Scotland, went up
to God in 1844. Perhaps Abercrombie
touched him. I should uot wonder if
my tea frieud Dr. John Llrown, who
died in Edinburgh-John Brown, the
author of "Rae and His Friends;"
John Drown, who was as humble u
Christian um ho was &skillful physie Mu,
and world renowned. author-I should
not Wonder if he bad, been back again
and again to we some of his old pa-
tients. Those who had their joy in
healing the sickness and the woes of
earth, gone up to heaven, are come forth
again for benignant tuedicament.
Grander Socially.
Bat what are our frkeele who found
tbeir chief joy in oonveniation and in
ecciality donig new? In brighter con-
versation there and iu grander sociali-
ty. What • place to visit in, where your
next door neighbers are kings sud
queens, ynu yourselvee kingly and
queenly! If they want be know more
particularly about the tint paradise,
they have emir to go over and mak Ad•
am. If they want to know how the sun
and the moon halted, tbey have nely to
et) over and ask Joshua. If they want
to know how tbn storm peltod Sodom,
they have only to go titer end ask Lot,
If they want to know noire about the
attlepthee tif Nathan, they here only WI
Nil firer and ask Morthuttli. If they Wale
to ken,/ how the lied iris boiled Winn
16 Warl shay have Club, ilt go over
and ask Hoots, If they Want kiiow
the partieuler• snout the liethlelieni
advent, they base only tO ge over nod
ask the Normandin, angels who stood
that Christmas night in the balconies
of eryittal. If they warst to know more
of the particulars of the crucifixion,
they have only to go over and ask wbo
were personal spectators while tbe
mountains crouched and the heavens
got black in the face at tbe spectacle.
If they want to know more about the
sufferings of the Scotch covenanters,
they have onlrto go over and ask An-
drew Melville. If they want to know
more about the old time eevivals, they
have only to go over to ask e-Whitefield
sod Wesley and Livinggton and
ntetetwo and Nettleton and Finney.
Oh, what a place to visit inl U eter-
nity were oue minutenhorter, tt would
not be long etiough for eneh sociality.
Think of our friends who in tbis world
were passionately fond of flowers turn-
ed into pared**. Thiak of OUr friends
who were very fond ot raising_ euperb
fruit turned into the orobatil whew+
cacti tree has 12 kinds of fruit at ore
and bearing the fruit all the year round.
What are cur departed Christian friends
doing in heaven, those who on earth
found their chief joy in the compel min-
istry? They aro visiting :et. r old eon-
pregatione. Most of those old ministers
have me their peephearound them al-
ready. Mien I get to heaven-as by
the grace of God I am destined to go to
that place-I will come and see you all.
Yee, I will come to all the people to
whom I have administeme the gos-
pel, end to the millions of souls to
whom. through the kinduest of the
printing "mese I am permitted to preach
every week in they land and in the ut-
ternent parts of the earth. will visic
them all. I Rive them fair notice. Our
departed friende of the ministry are now
emegesi in that delechible entertain-
wee attd
lint what ate nut desarkul Christian
Motels wan in all defiefttlietits tif ttlin
Neter* toilstfi 111141110 1110If $1114
inf 111 fll111111 W1110 -.ere their Ow
Ileil NOWY fining PIN111 041 W1111
WiWk. "WI itoW4/11'vlititiity thingcolisi
die-deed weinen t4 torthera and soul h-
em putilutivIds AIM abroad. los if.ing for
tbo wounded; ieeorge Pealerly
watehing the poor; Thomas Clarkstin
still looking aftee the ensluveit, all of
hese who did gr sosi on earth busier since
death than bekres. The tom betOne not
the terminus, but the etarting pert.
What are our departed Christian frierirts
who found their chief Joy in sturiying
God doing now? Studying God yet. Me
need of revelation now, for, unblended,
they are hice to facie leow they oan
handle the omnipotent thanderbedes
just as a child handlers titie trweetti of a
father eome back from viotertme bale
tle. They have no sin; no fear, none):
quently. Studying Christ, DOS through
a revelation pave the revelation a the
seara-that deep letteriog which brines
it all up quick enongh. etudying the
Christ of the Bethlehem caravan/ewe;
the Christ of the awful mamacre, with
ite hemqrrnage Lisa and. haocLatpi
foot and side; the- Christ of the chat-
tered mausoleum; Christ the /wren*,
the Star, the Sete the Man, the God, the
Clett-Man, the Man-God..,
But hark! The bell of the cathedral
ringe-the cathedral bell of heaven.
What ie the.inatter now? There is go-
ing tosibe a great meeting in the temple.
Worshipere all corning through tbe
aisles. Make room for the Cooquerer.
Christ standing in the temple. All
heaven gathering around him. those
who level the beautiful oome to look
at tho Reline! Sharon. These who loved
Via. Ohio Valley By.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.
and IllinoireCentral, to Louisville, Ciu,
cinnati, Memphis, Now Orleans and
points beyond.
raven should ever get out of runeire Stheying hotory yet, but not the bullb q111 11111( ( 
men who 0. P. A. 44: .ijortingvilt:A
.1.1601)1111-esod.. laeefetteltegek tee/ („Li slew °mamma of our planet heeled the sick cm° t° lank " w
t.'s Prearville, thq,
-
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LITTLE INTEREST
Attached to the Doings of
the Present Congress.
MARK HANNA'S VISIT
To President Cleveland Under the Circum-
stances Calls Forth No End el Comment.
Washington, Mete, Dec. 7.-Very lit•
de interest was manifested in the open-
ing of the final 140110011 of the Fifty-
fourth Congress to-day, because every-
body understands that it is to be a neg-
ative, rather thau a positive emigre*.
In other words, nmarkable more for
what it does not than for what it dom.
In the legislation effecting the nation
at large it is expected to do absolutely
nothing, but there are several bills of
local importance to this State or that.
The first week of the session is not ex-
pected to be productive of important ex-
tent in a legislative way. There are
many Senators who think that little, if
any, ahould be done beyond the passage
of the appropriation bills at this session,
and as these measures necessarily origi-
nate in the House, there will be a dispo-
sition to postpone the season of activity
until some of theoe bills can be received
from the other end of the Capitol.
The probabilities' are that the daily
sessions at the beginning will be oone
parutively brief, and that the Senate
will content itself with four days work
each week.
The calendar presents a wide range of
material for consideration, in case the
Senate shows a disposition to busy itself.
In this is included the immigration bill,
which is the "unfinished business:" the
Pacific Railroad refunding bill, the
statehood bills and the Dingley tariff
and bond bills, as well as the Cuban
and Hawaiian questions.
Senators Lodge and Chandier have
announced their determination to prees
the immigration bill to a vote aa speed-
ily as they can. It will be the first reg-
ular business to be taken up and can
not be displaced except by vote or unan-
imous consent. They hope to get the
bill through before the holidays.
It is also possible that the President's
message may suggeet subjects for
speeches, and there are those who pre-
dict that the Ouban question will receive
vigorous attention from the beginning
of the refigi0/1.
It is generally agreed that the Repub-
licans will hold a caucus to determine
npon a line of policy; eepecially with
reference to the tariff, and until after
the exchange of C which this con
ference will permit, no step is likely to
be taken weich will eommit the party to
any position on any quediou of political
significance.
The course of tho logialation so far as
the important measurtenon the calendar
io conoerned (like the Pacific Railroad
refunding bill, the Nicaragua Canal
hill, etc, will be determined entirely by
the Rehm Committee But it is Raft. to
assume that nothing will be allowed to
block the appropriation bills KS they are
reported for action. They always have
the right of way at the short session.
The feeling of the prment Atiminie•
tration for Hanna, McKinley & Co., is
eaid to have been shown Saturday upon
the occasion of Mark Hannan visit to
President Cleveland. The visit was
nothing more than a social call, but is
pronounced all the. more significant.
Had Mr. Hanna had business with the
President, the visit would have been
neceesary, and, therefore, not oat of the
way. liut many say it was decidedly
nut of the way in this instance and poli•
ticians are widely diecussing it to-day.
Mr. Hanna will netutin here a week.
Hell being treated like a king, and he
will make Nome kingly decree" before
leering.
 •••1111.
A good revonittietitititien for Mlitiltinli.
LiVer Regultitor is, that It hi purely
veglituble mid strongly tonle, 'Pion tot',
it IN lititfer then Pille hoettlitie motor to
take liquid or we/thy' end with no
MMus, while the relief (pan lemstipa-
tiou, Biliousness, Sick Ileeduche
DesPelnia is quick and sure. "I find
Simmons Liver Regulator a very safe
and valuable medicine.-Rev. J. M.
Rollins, Fairfield, Va.
It is not surprising to learn that some
if the influential Madrid newspapers
are complaining bitterly became Gen.
Weylcr returned to Havana without
having accomplished anything iu his
campaign against Maceo. A demand
for Wenler's recall is frequently heard
in Spain, but it is improbable that the
voice of the people will be hriteleei. The
Spanish Government is shrewd enough
ter soy that the recall of Weyler would
be hailed as a virtual confession of the
etilure and hopeleminem of the campaign
in Cuba, and that the step would be a
desperate one, likely to involve the very
disruption of thee monarchy itself. Wey-
ter, therefore, is likely to remain in
command though every turn he may
make in the campaign result in disaster
to the. Spaniali forces.
A bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey
niould be on the medicine shelf of every
home. In a sudden attack of croup it is
invaluable; allaying the irritation and
eeding the danger in less time than it
would take to go for the doctor. It
stands pre-eminent art a remedy for
coughs, colds and all kindred disemes.
Tennessee is reported to haveunearth-
fel a bonanza in the four counties in-
cluding and immediately South of,
Nashville. A large area of phosphide
rock has been discovered. The deposit
is of unusual Whim's', the phoophatea
runnitig as high Its AZ per rent, Phoo•
phi& Melt howl in, tho itialitifacture
of fertilisers, *Melt have wide sale int
loth ternilifelita I ff late OW Ithititot
No even week, 011/11411111 She Milting
oldehlt111001 Ilet Mit Wire than 14
ton, hat even. et that tete leuyth 1-3100-
emes royalty on phosphater Reified ill
her wines in 1805 wtta 1h7,d57. Tonn•
tissue in to be oongratulated on her good
fort une.
___ 
__-
Many lives have been saved by the
timely use ofDr. Beles Pine-Tar-Honey.
When a cold creeps upon you, or a
cough racks your lungs, no remedy is
PO prompt or effectual. Can be given
to children with perfect eafety ;-
sure to produce beneficial results..T"
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Although McKinley will not go into
office for almost three months yet, Mis-
souri's two leading Republicans have
already begun to scrap over the spoils
that will fall to that State. A hun-
grier gang than theRepublicans at pres-
ent compose wee never before known in
the political history of this country, and
on that account Mr. McKinley will have
more enemies in a y "from now than
even Grover Clevel himself has.
Frank G. Kin & Co., of Franklin,
Ky., gays th Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-
Honey has en the lead through that
section. They write that it gives tun-
venal satisfaction and verify this report
by ordering more.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
McKinley's "cousin Wm. McKinley
°femme," the "son Russell" number
two, 'seems to have gotten the idea into
hie head that he is going to run the next
Administration, but if he goeo
"monkeying around" the White House
Hanna will throw him out of a back
window. The next Administration is
to be strictly a Hanna affair, and the
sooner other Republic-an Mende of Mc- I
Kinley realize that fact and act accord-
ingly, the better tt will be for them.
1
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey keeps chil-
dren from pouf 4itting all nigli t.
by R. 0. Ilardwick.
ea
DIVORCES AND MARRIAGES.
In a resume of the divorce statistic's
compiled from the census of 1890 with
eepecial reference to the city of New
York, the New York Journal call atten-
tion to the small iinieber of divorces
compared with the total married popu-
lation.
A liberal estimate makm the total
number of divorced pereons in the vast
population of Greater New York, where
the percentage is probably higher than
in any other part of the country, only
Iu the entire United States, the total
number of divorced pereons in 120,996,
or one-fifth of 1 per cent. When one
considers that there are 22,331,424 mar-
ried persons in the country, the ratio of
divorces to marriage* seems infinitesi-
mal-a mere drop in the bucket.
The wail over the proof of the degen-
eraegrt of American gociety to be found
on the divorce records is not juritiflereby
the facts. The marriages that find their
way into the divorce cease" are few and
far between. The divorce question is to
society what a sore spot on the body is
to the individual. The eore spot tennis
to be the biggest part of the body be-
came it is the only part that has an un-
plettsant sensation. Because the divorce
cases always crop out in print and the
happy marriages run along in obscurity,
the social reformers conclude that so-
ciety is going to the demnition bow-
wows.
It would' be just as reasonable to con-
clude that men and women are all lead
because many bad men and women are
depicted in novels as to conclude ,that
all marriages are unhappy because we
read about unhappy marriages in the
newspaper'.
The facts show that the institution of
marriage is still flourishing and that the
great mass of men aiM women are satire
tied with and stand by the cempacts
they make to live together in loyalty
and affection to the end of time for
them. The divorces are the froth of
unrest on the surface of the matrimonial
soa.
B. F. Jackson, Oliver, Ga., writes: "I
consider Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey the
best remedy I have ever taken for the
throat and lungs or any kind of a
cough." Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
The Cincinnati Post says : ell two
cooks spoil a broth, what will eleven
editors in Congress do with the Con-
gressional Record.
Just as good for babies and children-
absolutely harmless. We mean Dr,
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey, of eourse.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
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PURELY VEGETABLE.
The eliesipest, Icirest and lest flanilly meet.
ems Ill I ho world! A it effeelital /mecum ter
ail elegises et the le ter, stomach snit spleen.
!trireme., the Liver awl prevent Chills and
mitiacioue Jeerers, -Bowel rotilidaltitS,
itostleesuisie, Jaundice and Nausea.
BAI) nREATIII
Nothing Id so impleaannt, nothing so emu.
mon, us n had i'roallt; multi nearly every
ease It mines from the stimmeli, and can be
so eadiy eorrected it yin' will take Simmons
Liver Reginater. neglect so sure *
rentedy fiir this repubilve disorder. It will
aisdlniprove your Appetite, comply/Lieu and
aeociret health,
CONSTIPATION
should not be regarded aa a trifling ailment--
In fact, nature demands the ut tut regularity
of the txeirels, and any deviation from this
demand paves the May OrICII to serious dan-
g..r. It Is quite its necessary to renylve impure
apeumulati.•ns from the hewels an it is to eat
or sleep, and no le h can he t• xpocUxt where
a costive habit of botly pre% ails.
SICK 11F.ADACREI
This distressing affliction onsurs most fre-
quently. Tim disturbance of the stomach,
arb.ing front the Imperfectly digested con-
tents, eauses Itei'vre pain In the head,
anodnputiled %vitt) disagreeable nausea, and
this constitutes what is popularly known as
Sick Ileadnelie, rer the relief of which take
tilinuauna Liver Regulator,
---
srminv PACK A CIAMPI
Us. the Z Stamp In red on the wrappers
J. ShILIN *PO.. Philadelphia.
Buy et
Smooth
White
Skin 4;
For Your Face!
lt prohsoly need. renewing. for tt Is 1,mth, red.
frvi led, blotched .ir pin.elca, until it haa lifetime
retruleivo in•tesd of &Hrs. tie°. Healthy skin Is
T I 111 sun and wtod, Impure
*Jape and oustueuos ars Una attn.
Viola Cream
cleanses, 11,uri,hes nff rn,tores the sktn., making
it ....ft. white .4.5o, If", . l• -t • e'4•1120t1.
--doe5 not up. hut roreteere Hem isben. It1111,..4 JUI. )104 1,..1e11111:11
tor tt. only yrriltrnt n (Ind will tuisitively
CM re Frectic,, Black lintdr.. Tar.. rtunt rn an I
Ica:or/lee. Illablrod• of I to..1.1, s from pit of .1.
bunt: iodise. Pli‘• 'atnts Jar at druggists.
c. BETTNElt Co., Totenio, onto.
DoctoriSay.;
Uiliousand Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
tricts are invariably accompan•
it:€.1. by derangements of the
Stomach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
[he liver is the great "
wheel" in the mechanism of
man, and when it is out oforder,
the whole system becomes de-
ranged and disease is the result.
Tutt's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Trouhles.
116,1-77;h1s.if rmra'n'771 iiiiiiiii law/
it the MIMI, itio.tisilo oo. tiiivitht wet Misfit-I.
9 4
t
0%14 4 1- 0141.
-.-.-:
it-p;41-1, lirmainsolo-il lee POI.
41. o • '444114, IWO io IA 11•1311•6•'11 Men
iiiik if to brit:0 rein 'not Iteeurs I iciasitasilse •
triosaintee. to Fire etallthm , e hes you sled
Beim Do ant ma eptsnyt dui rho as WI us 71
as s,ot. lids Reim I• the Limpet hos of f) at-
no-lit sal no* left on Hie notriot
II poi cannot irrt It of 'ma .Intowlet &end tac
fur one tiox by mall Sold by 411 leading tlibitil•LO
TV111 ',TPA I 'tD or 514 Dearborn ht., C1111.1a0.
CUSHMAN °RUC CO.
 1‘....is.TATI..MilLiallilliaialLMATaat
CUSHMAN'S
MENTHOL INHALER
Cobb all bramble, L.• . 1 • , e.L
CATARRN, NEADACNE9
NEURALGIA, LaGRIPPE.
WILL CURE YOU• meet, moveleg,1 onOload boo
SI NC CURL
ENDoRsED ,h1tHi 111414difIL 44.
i•  Go COLDS, Mare ?braid, Naylrywer...., Sewn
eb1114 lialppv. The snob reIrsehlreg awl Health
NI MA 1111Linal Suffi.b.b. Mena. ?beep io a. glorples.
Cur. Insomnia slot Nprvone fooled .1111
ImIlstiont. Isk. only alt111111111. Price. SOL al
all Twourim, or ro.1.4 postpaid os teelpt pfloo. Agrnta waa141
CI MINA 11111THOL KA LI vadat. roadarful urb 41 bolt
101..., Old Sem, nob. *mod% Inntbltaso. Lamle s/1
other for PI IL 17t. Prier, JAL at .1r.14.
th..i se. ,Cloloss ll115 41 OULU 1.0., n••••••  la•L ea alb1124 ararbere bL. likterb4.
L. iz N. Time Table.
sorra.
The following time table tells when
all paseenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis expres .6 :0 7am
No. 55, aceommodation 7 :05 am
No, 51, St. Loais mail 5 :29 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. LOAD; mall 
No. 54, St. Louis express
•
.9 :66 am
I() :28 pm
No. 56, armommodation   8:40 pm
No, 53 makes conneetions at Guthrt,
for Louisville and points East. No. 5/5
makes connection at Guthrie for Clarks-
SYPHILY S
AYE YOU t:.1..1°.".11.
'lows to Mouth, W ecoo
rid JEDIf 00.. 00'7 litaemelle Temple
tews40111, for igromfe
Ida d • La. 1 '`0-paere 'book fryaL •
FELL IN BATTLE.
The Cubans Lose One of
Their Best Leaders.
CEN.SERAFIN SANCHEZ
Who, With Gen. lose Mare, Planned the Rev-
olution, Arranging the Detail!.
New York, Dec. 4.-The Cuban junta
has received from (Yuba ronfirmation of
the reported death in battle of Maj.
Gen. SeratinSanchez, Importer General
of the inaurgent army', at Las DOMILS,
Santa Clara province, on November 20.
An expedition wee expected from Ja-
maica and part of the forces of Gene.
Cerritos and Sanchez started for the
coast to receive it. The insurgents
numbered about 1,2110 men, but before
reaching the point whore the expedition
waa to disembark the column was at-
tacked by 3,000 Spaniards under Gen.
luque. A desperate battle ensued,
which lasted five hours, darkness mak-
ing it impossible to montinue the fight.
In the battle the Spaniards suffered a
loss of 170 killed and 90 wounded. The
Cuban lose was 43 killed and 26 wound-
ed.
Gen. Sanchez, mounted a small
horse, was in the thickest of the battle.
A eolumn of Spanish soldiers surprised
the insurgents by an attack from the
rear and Gen. Sanchez received a ballet
in the back. He remained on his horse,
however, and although his compatriots
tried to induce him to retire he refused,
saying that he was not badly wounded.
Ten minutes later he fell from his horse
and soon expired. His last words wore
'Wive. Cuba Libre."
Gen. Sanchez was born forty-two
years ago in Sauti Spiritu district, San-
ta Clara, his father being a wealthy
planter. In Key West he planned with
Joee Mardi the preeent revolution, and
its efforts are due in a large measure Kt
his work.
Cracned hands aud chapped skin cur-
ed in onu night by applying Suther-
laud's Eagle Eye Salve.
Sold by It. C. Hardwick.
RELIEF NOT EXPECTED.
Now York State several years ago, be-
coming disgusted at the failure of the
Federal anthoritiee to even attempt to
enforce the anti-trust law, pcssed a law
of its own against the trusts, but, like
the Federal law, it has never been en-
forced, because the trusts have money
enoqgh to bey np the officers whose
duty it is to enforce it ; and now the
Now York Journal is raising a row over
the matter and says that it is useless to
expect the law to be enforood in the
State am long as the Republicans are in
power, as Gov. Morton and the other
Republican officials have shown by their
actions that they will not fight the
trnsts. The Attorn 3y General of New
York, following the examrle of the At-
torne,y General of the United States,
declared that the law was defective and
could not be enforoed, whereupon the
Legislature invited hicn tO draw up a
bill that would give aU authority needed
to enforce the law, so he presented four
Mlle, which Gov. Morton tried to kill.
Fearing public opinion, the Legislature
passed three of the bills at once, and the
Governor dared not veto them, but the
fourth and moot important one, by
which the Attorney General was given
power to call for booke and papers of a
cozeoration trust under investigation,
with authority to compel oomplianee
under penalty, was delayed by collusion
for so Icing a time in the Legislature
that it did not go to the Governor's
hands until the end of the session, and
was killed by failure of Goveenot /dor.
ton to sign it within the thirty dare
prrocribed by law In such vanes, On
amount of this failure of the Governor
to Nigh the fnUrth bill the Attottiey
General IN 1111W hinteelf
=and will multiuse to iln so, while the
IMMO Will mintilitie to the people.
The trusts the. the people of the Eget
and Wool are suffering moot tram at
present is the gigantic) 0oal Trust, one
of the chief officers of which is shoe
Prosident-electHobart. For the next four
months or so Mr. Hobart's trust by its
greed will be the direct cause of dozens,
yes, of hundreds and maybe thousands
of very poor men, women and children
freezing to death, as the prices of coal
will put it beyond their reach. Yet, iu
spite of this fact Grover Cleveland and
his Attorney General, who could in-
stantly break up this trust if they would
ful1111 the oath they took on entering of-
fice, sit back in their "carry chairs" and
prate about "national honor" and de-
nounce as anarchiets thooe men of their
party who want to give the masses of
the people come chance in life, some
protection against the oppreanive meth-
ods of ;organized wealth. Cleveland
V78/1 never a Democrat in his life except
in regard to the tariff question.
Leave your Watch and all jewelry re
pair work with Hardwick.
ONLY NEW MEN NEED APPLY.
It ie said that Mr. McKinley has an•
nounced that he will not look with favor
on the claims of those Republicans who
have held offiee in the past, but that he
will endeavor to put new and vigorous
men in the places at his disposal. In
view of the fact that Major McKinley is
himself a chronic office•holder that is
rather a peculiar announcement for him
to make, but probably he has learned
from experienee that chronic office-hold-
ers are no good. With the eatieption of
about a year Mt, McKinley has held of-
fice ever sine, 1‘78, *WA ?eat he
:echtteded the sett.sf a bettin•
Mkt, whit Fiatt Itteeleattl Ohs oath/1mile ot
attlotain .to tiatite44, hatitiN-=mi
Imes itf Ilia ralsoffor-itiolatowl Moltilsloy
flow so Imo wo-oa«. Jo- A •
til0g000tti, who was then the tiepraseu -
Iiiiive from this, She *mud thearict of
Kentucky, was s meruber of the House
0outulittoe onEloctious and cast the de-
ciding vote, the vote that gave McKin.
ley the' seat that Wallace held-anti
since then McKinley hae always lived
on the public.
Grover Cleveland has evidently
"struck it fat" somewhere, for he has
been purchasing a good deal of valuable
property. Only a few weeks ago he
purchased some veluable property at
Princeton, New Jersey, paying a hand-
eome price for it, and a day or two ago
he bought a fine residence on Ninety-
Sixth street in New York City, \for
which he paid P250,000. That is doing
pretty well for a fellow who did not
have as much an $5,000 in the world
when _he waa first elected to the Preee
dency in lee4. Mr. Cleveland must
have been saving up prptty near all his
salary, don'tcherno.
Weyler is not near so anxious to find
Mace° as he pretends to be, and as for
starving the Cuban General out Weyler
ought to know by this' time that he
would have a tougher job at that than
he would have in whipping hineMaceo's
army is made up in a large part of men
who have been on short rations too long
not to be able to flourish on nuts, grass-
hoppers and other delicacies in which
the rich island abounds.
Beckon's Arnica Save.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Ohilbleien, °erne and all Skin Erup
tions, and positively cures Pike, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
t natimfacion or money refunded
e 25 cents box.' For Sale by F
0. Hardwick Kv.
e sem re er
, keg(' table Preparation for As-
, Mutilating the food and Reg uta-
' Ling the Stomachs andl3owels of
Pretnotr s Digestion Cheerful-
Tir5s Ind Hest Contains neither
tlurn Morphine nor lifinetel 
NOT NARCOTIC.
4 ANY* W Vtd 11-SANLELBITINER
.4Lr Jaws •
/4446.4ke-
Atm .frear •
iipperealo
offaraecradito
Ares -
11=stir.".!
Aperfect Remedy forConstipa-
tion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms convulsions,Feverish-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Tem Simile Signature of
'
NEW YORK.
Alb ententhe mid
35 Dosrs -17)(1 Ni
EXACT COPY Or WRAPPER.
SEE
THAT THE
FAC-SIMILE
SIGNATURE
F
IS ON Thu.
WRAPPER
OF EVERY
BOTTLE OF
CASTORIA
Oartoria is pet ep is mo-e...n tiocties caly.
is not sold la bele. Deet anew =yule ts tali
yea earthly elm ee %kis piss at preens test is
is '') mart as good " itsg " sumer
poor " &or Bse Bat yot get C-A-8-T-=
ttzre
tettla zte..44e. mei
wary
V161,414
FEATHERBONE CORSETS AND WAISTS.
Correct Shapes
Best Materials
Reasonable Prices
Merchants cheerfully
refund the moncy
atter 4 weeks' trial If
not satisfactory.
Latest Styles
Artistic Effects
Most Comfortable
PEAtimatame ceeser CO.,
St* AWL.
Iliataisazes. - ALA.
sok ler sine. Inds Mark et Eat
Label . Es-.5 Goa.
28 St y Ists.
ledium,
Long and
Short Leflirtha.
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
SAM FRANKEL, Sale Agent.
Pry Goods and Notions, Hopkinsville, Ky.
$3.50 GIVEN AWAY
To every one taking advantage of this offer
we will absolutely give the $3.50 worth of
value
The Bagster Teachers' Bible
Is acknowledged by all the most compre-
hensive of any Teachers' Bible in existence. It
contains all the helps found in any Teachers'
Bible. A complete concordance, 12 superb
maps, silk head bands. with beauriful silk rib-
bon marker. It is bound in the finest of Moroc-
co; it is divitlity ircuit. It has gold edges, in
fact it is a perfect and
Beautiful Teachers' Bible.
Now what we will do is this, if you will send
us only
We will send you postpaid this $5.00 Teach-
ers' Bible and give you free one year's subscrip-
tion to' this paper. Think of it. This Bible
which sells for $5.00 all over the world, and a
full year's subscription to the WEEKLY NEW
ERA for only $2.50.
A Christmas Present.
You can look the world over and you can
not find a handsomer or more appropriate
Christmas Present.
Order at Once
As the supply is limited, and you can not
afford to miss this wonderful offer. This beau-
tiful Bible Oat be seen at this office.
Address: NEW ERA 0,,
PIOPIIINSVILLI, MY.
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: AVOID Bulls Social ' I
•
.
• 
Bad soda spoils glod flour. i
6 Pure soda -t he best soda, comes •,,rtc• HA i•
• 421`--- 4494` •
• 
only in packages.
•
• Nr, 9 •
es 
bearing this :rade mark ae"
e
• •
4.• II e0SfS po more than inferior package soda i•
e• -never sPoils the flour-always keeps soft. 
•
c
41 Beware of itnitation trade marks and labels, 4,•
•
aand insist on packages
bearing these words-
-'. AFFI.A11,1) HAMMIER SODA :•• .
• Made ooly by CHURCH & CO, New York. Sold by grocerS every e ;,e 't •
• •
• Write for Aro sad flantaser Book of valuable kedges-PRIM I
• e
••••••••••••e•e•eltsa,••oeeeisseeci••••••;•")•••••••••••o
C, H. LAYNE
Livery, Feed Ph!
Sale Stable.
Corner.Virg in hi and Seventh Streets.
llopkinsville, Kentucky;
R igsfurnished:day or night
••••
e
•••
•
